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Nothing we say about our tile
can tell you as much as this photo.

Take another photo in 10 years
and it'll be even more beautiful.
That's because time actually enhances the unique beauty of San Valle genuine clay tile.

fired at approx.1mately 1900° F..
San Valle day tile IS nonflammable, providing pfOtecaon
against lire storms, burning
brands and direct flame.
Untreated wood shingles have an
gnition pomt of less than 400° F~
ource.

Unlike other roofing products, the fired colors of clay tile will not fade
or bleach. And in addition San Valle tile embodies excellent insulation properties.
Why settle for a poor substitute?

ational Fire P1otect1on Associat10n

If it Isn't clay ... It isn't tile.
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Available smooth or
wire-brushed, with Walnut
plugs or without

Size: Country Estate by
Sykes comes in 3-inch, 5-inch,
and 7-inch widths and in
random lengths.
Colors and Finishes: AvailExquisite plank flooring, an
able
in smooth finish with plugs
American favorite for two
(style
#401 ), smooth finish
centuries, is now available for
without
plugs (style #402),
installation over concrete. Of
wire-brushed
with plugs (style
three-ply ½ " laminated Oak
#403},
and
wire-brushed
without
construction, this beautiful
plugs
(style
#404)
in
Antique
flooring is available with or
without factory installed Walnut color only. Also available unfinished in any of the above styles.
pegs, and in smooth or wireGrades and Finis hes: A
brushed finishes. Country
selected
grade of Oak displaying
Estate Plank by Sykes can be
natural
wood
characteristics.
mastic-applied to plywood,
Coverage:
Sold
on a square
concrete, asphalt tile, or nailed
foot
(surface
measure}
basis.
to wooden subfloors.
Allow 5% for cutting waste.
Packaging: Corrugated
cartons, 24 square feet per
carton.
Ins tallation: Use Sykes AP
#1 1 adhesive to install directly
over acceptable subfloor or
may be nailed to wooden
subfloor.
Architect's Specifications:
Finished floors shall be Country
Estate Plank by Sykes in
(specify finish, color} as manufactured by Sykes Flooring
Products, Home Improvement
Division, Masonite. Flooring
shall be installed in accordance
with latest printed instructions
included in cartons and available on request.

S ykes full line distributors:
French-Brown Distributors
6852 Twin Hills Drive
Dalla s, Texas 75231
Phone : 21 4/361-9431
Stephens Co. of Houston
641 5 Allegheny
Houston, Texas 77021
Phone:71 3/747-5200
Stephe ns Co. of San Antonio
1441 Poplar
San Antonio, Texas 78207
Phone: 1-800-292-5602

Sykes Flaaring Products
Warren, Arkansas 71671 (501} 226-6711

m
I

HOME IMPROVEMENT DIVISION

Pre-finished Country Estate Plank by Sykes
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... not if this house had a WESTERN SHAKE roof !
More than 320 apartments were destroyed
in Houston, Texas in the August, 1979
fires. Reports from these fires confirmed
that burning embers falling on wooden
roofs were a prime cause of many of these
homes being totally destroyed - along
with a lifetime of cherished possessions.

This quality shingle looks like handsome
wood shakes with all the warmth and
beauty of the natural product while
being practically indestructible. When
applied according to instructions,
Supradur's Western Shakes carry the
Underwriters' Laboratory Class "A"
fire rating. They offer maximum resistance to fire and will not contribute to
the spread of flames. For the name of
your nearest distributor, call toll
free: (800) 223-1948.

Reduce your risk.
The destr uction of many of these homes
could have been prevented if the roofs had
been covered with fireproof shingles, such
as Supradur's Western Shakes®.
Staggered Butt

Straight Butt

Supradur Manufacturing Corporation • 122 East 42nd Street • New York, N.Y. 10017
Circle 5 on ReacJer Inquiry Card

Ludowici-Celadon
offers cl3Y. roof tile
in more shapes,
sizes, textures and
colors than any
other company
in the world.
The unique variety of our clay
tiles is highly adaptable to many
different buil ding applications.
We are experiencing a renaissance for clay roofs. There is a
revival o f this durable roofing
material among architects and
builders across the country.
They recognize the value of the
Ludowici roof system in which
vitrified clay tile is a lasting
armor against sun, snow, wind
and rain ... defying not only temperature but decay and erosion.
Owners can enjoy both
versatile service and significant
energy savings for their constructions with our prod ucts.
We are proud to p roduce for
discriminating architects, builders, and owners a timeless product, a masterful variety of tiles

for traditional, modern and innovative architecture.
Create a masterpiece. An
architectural expression that is
succinctly individual and one
that will defy the passage of time.
For further information,
write or call :

LUDOWICI-CELADON
Division of CSC, Incorporated
201 North Talman
Chicago, IL 60612 • (312) 722-7700
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Americana Earth Gray

Mission Granada Flash

Williamsburg Forest Green

All you need It lll'Ne111niiho•
Office System.
The traditional office wasn't
designed for change. So what happens
when you have to add people or equipment or make organizational changes?
You have to move ·•permanent" walls,
recut carpet. rearrange overhead lighting.
rewire, and reroute heating, ventilating
and air-conditioning ductwork.
And pay from $6 to $25 per square
foot to do it all.

With the Westinghouse Open Office,
you can do the same job for less than
75¢ per square foot.
And do it faster, with minimum
disruption. No need to tear down walls;
you simply rearrange panels. And no
need to move heating, ventilating and
air-conditioning ductwork .

Lights? Westinghouse Open Office
Lighting isn't attached to the building:
it's part of the system. Since you don't
have to rewire, rearranging lighting can
be done quickly and easily.

Al your business changes or grows, you
need an office that can kffp pace.
It's flexibility like this that can make
your business more productive by saving
you time.
And more profitable by saving you
money.

@Westinghouse ASD
Open OfflCe System
Making more people more productive
in less space at lower cost.

Texas Dealers
Austin: Rockford Business Interiors, 5524 West Bee Caves, Au1tln 78746, 5121327-3417
Corpus Christi: Texas Office Supply, 3411 Leopard, Corpu1 Christi 78408, 512/884-5511
Dallas: SIiverthorne Corp., 14330 Midway, Suite 211, Dallas 75234, 214/387-1081
Houston: Office Furniture Inc., 9949 Harwin, Houston 77036, 713/784·9401
Orcle 7 on Reader Inquiry Card

Architecture in America
l\vo volumes. Smith, $45.00
NOW $19.95

George Nelson Design
$ 17.95 \hJrdJ

The Photography of Arch. &
Design
Shulman. $25.00 \hard)

Houses of the West
$18.95 (hard)

ALVARAALTO
Pearson, S27.50 (hard/

The Architecture
of John F. Staub
Barn,tone. $35.00 (hard)

Architecture and You
Caudi ll. Pena, Kennon
16.50 (hard)

Open -plan Offices

Arch. Graphic Standards

$ 11 .00 (hard/

$55.00 \hard)

Houses Architects Design Creative Communications
Kl11nent. S22.50 (hard)
for Themselves, S 19.95

M exican Architecture
Heyer. $25.00 (hard)

Interiors 3rd Book of Offices
Pile, $24.95 (hJrd)

Arch. Working
Affordable Houses
Drawings
Designed by Architects
L,eb,ng, $17.50 1hard) Robinson, $18.95 (hard)

The Indoor Garden
Hunter. S 19.50 (h,ird)

frank Lloyd Wright
Twombly, S19.95 (h,1rd)

'M)RKING
DRAWING

HANDBOOK

Allilttor-#d&.lb!r>

IOEFITC.IAUlH

Preparing Design Office
Brochures: A Handbook
Travers. $10.00 1p.,pe1)

Working Drawing Handbook
Robe, I C. Me l lugh, $6.'J5 lp,1per1

Architectu ral Graphics
FrJnk Chrng, $5. 50 1p,,pe1)

Natural Solar Architecture
Dav,rl W11ght, $7 .95 lfl,,pe,1

iti;E-~
I 2ndBOOK

~
i•

OfHOTn.S

...--voc,

e--

I

Archilectural Review: Teus Issue
<,-(0 1P• 1P"'

Slandardized Accounting
for Archtiects .-\1.-\. S 1b 00

Interiors 2nd Book of Hotels
End, $26.50 (hard)

Historical Preserv.,tion 1
>,1anual l'.>A. S10.00
NOWSS.50

Living by Design
by Pentagram, $15.00 (pape

Euth Sheltered Housing
59.95 (soft)

Egan, S14.50 (hard)

Supl!:dOv.ides

an.AIA
Supplementary

lklueation
Pragram.

for
Intern.Architecta

SuppEd Guide
.\I'\, $32.00

Perspective
White, S 10.95

Chair

S 19.95 (hard)

Ba uhaus
MOMA, S8.95 (soft)

Ordering Information
Plea~e place all order\ through the Texas Society of Architects, 2121 Austin National Bank Tower, Austin, Texas
78701, 512/478-7386. Orders can be placed either by phone or through the mail and are filled the day they are received.
Quantity

Postage Charges:
under $ 10.00 -$0.75
10.00 to 20.00 - 1.25
20.00 to 30.00 - t .75
30.00 to 50.00 - 2.50
over 50.00
- 3.00

Publication Title

Price

Total

Sub-Total

D Please send an AJA
contr.ict & documents
price list .ind order
form .

Plu, 5':t Sale, T,v,
Plus Po~tage
Total Due

All p,,c kage-. are ,ent
tourth cla,,. Fir,t-cla,, or
,pe<i,11 deli, er\ iee-..
,, hPn reque,tecl, ",II be
h1llect lo the purlha,er.
/\l,1nw - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - -- - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - -

-\ddre-,, _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __

t.,t, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____ State _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip_ _ __ __

you start
but the client has no taste
you start over
but the budget strangles you
you start over
the specs are changed
you start over
your partner hates it
you start over
you worry over it
you lose sleep over it
you drink too much coffee
your eyes begin to burn
you're too tired to go on
butyou goon
and at last when it's finished
and you know the dizzying exhilaration of seeing
the product of your own creativity, then you know
without reseNation that it was all worthwhile.

UNICO

Importers of unique commercial carpets.
(214) 630-7875
C,rcfe 8 on Reader Inquiry Card

(713) 495-5138

Communications

Design for Today
and Tomorrow.
Any building designed to meet only the
communications needs of today may
be obsolete before it's finished.
Modern buildings call for modern
communications: telephone, data,
teletypewriter, video. If these are
planned early - well before the
blueprint stage - expensive
alterations can often be avoided when
the occupants' communications
needs increase.
Our Building Industry Consultants
can help pre-plan your client's
communications facilities. They are
specialists who talk your language.
They know construction procedures
and communications. Their primary
responsibility is to work with
developers, owners, architects and
designers ... to offer professional
Circle 9 on Ro11dcr Jnqtury Card
4710 Be/faire Bui/ding

Hous ton,

nr

John Hansen, Investment Bu/Ider

SI Morris Associates, Architects

advice on communications techniques
and procedures that will simplify your
jobs - and help keep your clients or
occupants happy.
No matter what kind of building
you're planning - an office complex, a
residential building, a school, a
supermarke~ a medical center or even
a home, give us a call.
Th'e 'best news of all is there's no
extra charge for this service.
Dallas
1-800-492-6728
Houston
1-800-392-4912
San Antonio
1-800-292-5416

@ Southwestern Bell

C11cltt 10 on Roador Inquiry Cud

Your clients
.
don't liave to care for 1t
to love it.
They don't have to scrape it, or putty it. Or won-y
about painting it all the time.
They don't have to bother with rusting, peeling,
pitting, and corrosion. Or rattles, leaks, or warping.
In fact, it's the not caring for it that they love
about Andersen® Penna-Shield® casements.
It's one window that combines low maintenance
with the warmth and beauty of a wood interior.
Its tough, rigid vinyl exterior sheath forms a
tight shield around the window's wood core. And
protects the wood inside from the weather outside.
And the double-pane insulating glass eliminates
the need for storm windows. And all their bother.
So whether you're designing a commercial,
residential or institutional project, or homes, specify
Andersen PermaShield windows and
gliding doors.
Your clients won't .....,.,..._.ni
have to care for them.
And they'll love you
for it.
For information
about Perma-Shield
windows and gliding
doors, check with your
nearby Andersen distributor.

avidson
Texas, Inc.
600 Industrial Blvd.
P.O. Box 1904
Austin, Texas 78767
(512) 444-6701
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LONESTAR WHOLESALE

BUILDING MATERIALS

11220 Harry Hines
P.O. Box 29335 • Dallas 75229
(214) 247~6161 or (1-800) 492-9337

Oral Roberts University
Tulsa, Oklahoma
Regular Northern White
on FRC

THE ULTIMATE AGGREGATE PANEL
20 years of field performance in sites as d iverse
as Saudi Arabia and Antarctica prove the
durability and quality of Sanspray panels. Its light
weight proves installation is easy and cost-saving
and prioe proves Sanspray is competitive with
stucco and other prefinished panels. Prove it to
yourself. Write today for a free sample and price
list.

--

SdNSPAdY

Ava i lab l e
on
APA
grademarked plywood or
FRC (fiber-reinforced cement) substrates - 10
colors and 5 textures 1.8#/SF.

Bill Darwin Company, Inc.
27 41 Satsuma, Suite 108
P.O. Box 26925
Dallas, TX 75229
(214) 241-9866

Johnson Construction Specialities
3420 Rusk
P.O. Box 1360
Houston, TX 77001
(713) 224-8830

Prove it to yourself. Choose the Texas distributor closest to you
and write him today for your free sample and price list.
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Tit l e - - - - -

Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Telephone _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State ____ Zip _ _ _ __

design versatility

panel economy
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How to rejuvenate
an old scliool, ; n
one easy lesson.
Before:

After:

W

hen the Pharr-San Juan-Alamo School District in South Texas considered renovating their
56-year-old school building, it seemed to be a time-consuming, expensive proposition.
But SUREWALL® Surface Bonding Cement made it elementary.
The old mortar between the bricks of the Sorensen Elementary School was flaking and had
deteriorated to the point of jeopardizing the structural soundness of the building. Because
SUREWALL Cement contains a glass fiber reinforcement in a cement matrix, it not only gave the
building a new stucco-like finish that requires little upkeep, it also strengthened the structure itself,
saving the old school for use for many years to come.
The renovation took little over a month, and was an inexpensive answer to a complex problem.
To find out more about new construction or remodeling with SUREWALL Surface Bonding
Cement, write or call Barrett Industries. We'll be glad to give you the information you need.
To make school building problems elementary.

Barrett Industries
Manufacturers and distributors of SUREWALL Surface Bonding Cement.
Rt. 3 Box 211 Bl San Antonio, Texas 78218
(512) 651-6550 or toll free 1-800-292-5302.
SUREWALL11: is a registered trademark of the WR. Bonsal Co.
Circle 13 on Reader Inquiry Card

In the News

People, Projects, Schools, Books, Firms, Industry

Austin Architect
Charles Millhouse
Dies in Austin at Age 72
Austin architect
Charles A. Millhouse, charter member of TSA and
founding partner of
the firm Jessen
Associates, Inc., died
in Austin Sept. 23
at the age of 72.
An Austin native. Millhouse was a
1929 graduate of The University of Texas
School of Architecture in Austin. where
he returned to teach architecture fro m
1930 to 1933. H e pursued his early career
in Washington. D.C.. where he was grou p
chief in the office of the supervising
arch itect for the U .S. Treasury Department. In that capacity. from I 934 to
1938, he pa rticipated in the design of post
office buildings thro ughout the Un ited
States.
Returning to Austin in I 938. Millhouse
formed a partnership with architects H. E.
"Bubi" Jessen and Wolf E. Jessen. which
was later joined by Austin architect A. E.
G reeven, Herbert Crume. Fred Day and
S. L Newman. D uring World War II.
Millhouse worked for t he U.S. Arm y
Corps of Engineers at Fort Sam Houston
in San Antonio. designing structures for
military use.
After the war. in addition to serving as
TSA's Austin chapter president in 1946,
Millhouse pa rticipated in the design of
numerous government and institutional
huildings a nd in the planning of college
and university campuses across the state.
During the administ ra tion of Texas Gov.
Beauford Jester, from 1947-49. he was
responsihle fo r restoration design of the
Governor's Mansion in Austin. He also
was associated with the design of the
Texas Supreme Court Building. Austin's

November/ December 1979

Municipal Auditorium, The University of
Texas System administration building in
downtown Austin and nearly 20 buildings
on the UT-Austin campus.
Outside of Austin. Millhouse was a
member of his firm's planning team fo r
the campuses of Sul Ross State University
in Alpine. Texas A&I in Kingsville, Abilene Christian University and Midwestern
University in Wichita Falls. He also pa rticipated in the master-planning of campuses for the entire University of Texas
System.
He is survived by his wife. Sara Millhouse of Austin. and two sisters.

Kerr County Man
Wins Lady Bird Award
Chester D. Spenrath, state highway
department maintenance construction
supervisor in Kerr County, received a
plaque a nd $1,000 personal check from
Mrs. Lady Bird Johnson as winner of
the ann ual Lady Bird Johnson Award
for highway beautification during ceremonies Sept. 27 near Stonewall.

( L-R) De.r Taylor, Lady Bird, Chester Spe11rat/1 and wife lsahel, and G,•orge l,c>l'i11g.

A second place award of $500 went to
Mike Garcia of Laredo.
Those present at the ceremony and the
following reception and barbecue at the
Lyndon B. Johnson State Park included
TSA President George Loving and Executive Vice President Des Taylor.
Mrs. Johnson established the award

in 1970 to recognize the highway department workers who have done most to
beautify Texas highways during the year
and to express her appreciation of the
department's efforts to preserve and
spread wildflowers throughout the state.
Spenrath was nominated for the award
because of his active interest in establishing and preserving wildflowers, grasses
and other plants indigenous to the Hill
Country area. He and his crews have
established mountain pinks along the
rocky shoulders of I- 10 in Kerr County
with laurel. sumac, redbud and other
native shrubs and trees. constructed several rest areas, and curren tl y are rebuilding those that were destroyed or damaged by last year's flood.

TSA's Houston Chapter
Announces Annual Residential
Design A wards Program
TSA's H ouston chapter has announced
its fifth a nnual residential design awards
program, cosponsored by the chapter and
Houston Home and Garden magazine,
to recognize outstanding residential architec ture in the Houston metropolitan
and South Texas areas.
Submissions sought are single-family
homes, custom-built or merchant-built
townhouses utilizing abu tting sidewalls,
vacatio n homes and innovations in residential land use. A lso encouraged for
submission a re remodeling projects of
existing houses which involve structural
change or addition and projects which
concern themselves with sign ifica ntl y reducing building cost or long-range energy
consumption. All submissions must be
projects designed by architects.
Deadline for entries, which must be
accompanied by a $35 check payable to
the Houston chapter, is Nov. 19. Entry
slides must be received at the chapter
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Whether bu ilding or renovating, you want windows that-

cut
maintenance

cut

~

costs

Pella's Energy-Tight
Double Glass lnsul'.ltion
System has a ful l 13/ 16"
dead air space between
panes - provides maximum insulation at lowest
costs. Tight- fitting wood
construction and windproof weatherstripping
make it tru ly Energy-Ti ght.
Insulating g lass also
available.

Pella makes a full line of
wood windows specially
engineered for easy
wash ing of ou tside glass
from inside. Cleaning
expense is reduced and
any extraord inary maintenance that may be
required, such as sash
removal and reglazing , is
easy and economical.

Pella's optional
Slimshade~ fi ts in the
dust-free space between
the panes of the Pella
Double Glass Insulation
System and provides
privacy and light control
at the touch of a dial.
Helps reduce heat loss and
solar heat gain, as we ll.

Pella offers a tough
aluminum cladding in
attractive colors outside
- the warmth and
beau ty of wood inside.
Alum inum exterior is
cleaned, etch ed and
coated with a hightemperature baked acrylic
polymer. It won't ch ip,
crack, or peel.

Only the Pella ~ckage
delivers it all!
FREE catalog! For more
detailed informati on send
for your free copy of our
28-page, full color catalog
on Pella Clad Windows &
Sl iding Glass Doors. Or
look in the Ye llow Pages
under " windows" for the
phone num ber of yo ur
Pella Distributor.
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Texas Pella Distributors

=

Pella Products Co.
Louis P. White Co.
8900 Shoal Creek, Suite 105 8802 Tradeway
Austin, Texas 78758
San Antonio, Texas 78217
512/ 453-2301
512/826-8641
Pella Products Co.
904 Fountain Parkway
Grand Prairie, Texas 75050
(metro) 214/64 7-4321
Pella Products/West Texas
301 S. E. Loop 289
Lubbock. Texas 79404
(806) 745-1649
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Pella Products Co.
717 Bradfield Rd.
Greenbriar North Center
Houston, Texas 77060
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office no later than 5 p.m. the same day.
For more information, contact: H ouston Chapter AJA, Houston Residential
Design Awards Committee, 3 121 Buffalo
Speedway. Suite 404. Houston 77098.
Telephone: (7 I 3) 629-0191.
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Design · Quality
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Caudill Nominated
For AJA Directorship
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William W. Caudill, FAIA, chairman of the H oustonbased firm Caudill
Rowlett Scott
(CRS), has been
nominated for a
three-year term as
AJA director for the
Texas Region, to replace Austin architect
Jay Barnes, FATA. whose term will expire in December.
D ue to the Texas Region's continuing
growth in membership (presently 2,500
registered architect members). A l A has
allowed the Region to maintain a current
level o( three A!A directors under a new
formula for apportionment approved
during the AJA board meeting in September. (Caudill will join current Texas
Region directors Pat Spillman, FATA.
D allas; and Ted Maffitt, FAIA. Palestine.)
Caudill received his bachelor's degree
in architecture from Oklahoma State
University and his master's degree in
.trchitccture from the Massachusetts In~titute of Technology (M IT), where he
currently serves on the advisory panel.
H e is a registered architect in 37 states
and has served as a principal of CRS
since its founding in 1946.

St. Charles reacts fast to the total
needs of your design team for
HOSPITALS.

Casework versatility includes stainless
steel, laminates and fume hoods.

• I.\~

Building Re use Seminar
Set For San Antonio Nov. 12-J J
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made to order
ta bles
bookcases
desks, etc.
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" Building Reuse: Managing Costs,
Codes and D esign," a two day seminar
sponsored by Architec1ttral Record to
impart "proven, workable guides for
avoiding the pitfalls of building re-use
projects," will be held Nov. 12-13 at the
La Mansion del Rio Hotel in San Antonio.
The program will cover such topics as
building evaluation procedures, the investment picture, marl-eting the project,
co~t control methods, design procedures,
construction administration practices and
codes and regu lations conformance.
Lecturers will be H erbert McLaughlin,
partner in the San Francisco firm Kap-

W e're tuned to meet the most
demanding scheduling. Let's discuss
how we can work for you.
Brad P enc e Co .
4508 Lovers Lane
Dallas, TX 75225 (214) 750-0271
Central D istri buting Co .
4835 West Ave., P.O. Box 1229
San Antonio, TX 78213 (512) 342-4175
St. Charl es Fashi on K itch en s, I nc .
6630 Harwin Dr.-Suite 152
Houston, TX 77036 (713) 783-7780
NAME
COMPANY
AOORESS
CITY- - - - -

ZIP'- - -

STAT~- - - ~
PHONE - -
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KISOGRANITE
SERIES
Creating a new concept in
paving materials.
Express your most elegant and
dynamic design ideas
with KISO-Granite tiles.
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NITTO-KISO-granite tiles are made from natural granites granulated,
processed at the temperature of 2,400F in convenient sizes and
shapes.
X-ray analyses show NITTO KISO-granite tiles have the same or
better results than natural granites in abrasion, shock and anti-cold
tests.
Colors are available in black, pearl grey, dusty rose, rust brown,
moss green and natural white.
Installation is simple and easy as conventional tiles are installed.

•KG-1515
Tile S,ze : About 1sox 1sox20 mi m
(About 6.0" x 6.0" x 0.8")
Ship wt. ctn. 44Ibs.i20pcs./covers 5.9sq. ft.

• Circle pattern

Materials used for the circle.
Number of pieces
may vary with design.

150x 200 m/m

300 x 300 m/ m

150X 150 m/m

100 x 200 m/m

100 x 100 m/ m

Manufacturer & Distributor

NITTO KENZAI KOGYO CO., LTD.
Head office
1-1 lzumikitayama-cho, Toki, Gifu-Pref. JAPAN
TEL 05725 5-117 1 ,=509.51

192PCS.

0

69PCS

B-1000

fl

6PCS.
267PCS.

A-1010

D

32PCS.

B-1006

0

23PCS.

B-1000

ff!

3PCS.

• KG-1517 (Hexagonal Shape)
Tile Size: About 1SOx 170x 20 m;m
(About 6.0" x 6.S" x 0.8'')
Ship. wt. ctn. 60lbs .!30pcs.icovers
L....l!!:=""""',!!_::..._..:...._~""==="'~-! 7.6sq. ft.

• SIZES
200 x 200 m/m

0

B-1006
TOTAL

• KG-1570 (For corner)
Tile size : About 150x 150X 70X 20 mi m
(About 6.0" x 6.0"X2.7" x 0.8")
Ship wt. ctn . 57Ibsi 20pcs./ covers 10. 1ft.

300 x 450 m/ m

A-1010

JAPAN

D

NITT O
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For further information contact:

Yamaguchi Corporation
P. 0 . Box 58275
World Trade Center
Dallas, Texas 75258
Tel: (2 14) 747-6780

In the News, co11 1i11ued.

Ian/ McLaughlin/ D iaz; George M. Notte r, J r., FAIA, principal of the Boston
firm Anderson Notter F inegold, Inc.; a nd
Boston architect Roger P. Land.
Fee for the seminar is $395, whic h includes cost of luncheons and semina r
workbook. Attendees successfully completing the program will receive I .4 Continuing Ed ucation Units and a certifica te
of completion.
F or mo re info rmation, contact : Architec111ral Record Seminars. 1221 Aven ue
of the Americas, New York, N .Y. 10020.
Telephone: (212) 997-3088.

'Underground' Houses
By Austin Firm
Featured in National Magazine

BUY YOUR BLINDS DIRECTLY FROM THE MANUFACTURER
• You save t ime and money
• An imaginat ive solution to energy problems
• Varied color applicat ions
• Fast commercial quotes on our WATS line

Featured in the September issue o f
Better Homes and Gardens magazine
were two "unde rground" houses designed
by Aust in a rchitect J ack Crier of Coffee
& Crier Arc hitects and Plan ners in
Austin .

SEE OUR BLINDS AT THE COASTAL TOWER IN HOUSTON, TX.

BALI BLINDS.

BALI IS BLIND IMAGINATION
3018 Lincoln Court
Garland, Texas 7504 1
214/840-1008 • 800/442-4062

8331 Nieman Rd.
Lenexa, Kansas 6621 4
913/492-8678 • 800/255-6892

(Texas Res.)

(Except KS)
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Quality Contract Furniture
Bordie reJide11ce.

C>

While reside11ce.

Entitled "Underg ro und Housing is
Corning on Strong," the article includes
photographs and descriptions of the John
and Camille Bord ie reside nce near Ro und
Rock a nd the Jim and Naomi While residence near G eorgetown lo illust rate the
eart h-sheltered home as an emerging
building type, one that is comfortable,
e ne rgy efficient. safe, secure. low-maintenance and co mpetitive in price wit h suburban tract housing.
The 2.000-square-foot Bordie house is
pa rtially buried in the northeast s ide o f a
h ill, with a floor plan o riented around
a sunken atrium. The foundation and
perimeter walls a re reinfo rced concrete,

VSevacraft
W inkelman Industries/ Box 5483 / Arlington, TX 76011 / 817- 261- 186 1
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and the roof is precast. pretested concrete
planks. insu la ted wi th two inches of
urethane foam under I 8 inches of earth
fill. A prime featu re of the res idence is
an active solar energy system consisting
of 240 sq uare feet of flat plate collectors.
detached from the house and facing south
at a 40 degree slope to catch the winter
sun.
The Wh ite residence. with one wall
exposed. is an "elevational" earthshelte red house, as the article points out,
as opposed to the ·'atrium" st yle of the
Bordie ho use, in wh ich interior walls open
onto a subgrade courtya rd. The exposed

wall of the Whi te house faces south to
take advan tage of winter sun and prevai ling breezes from t he southeast during
the summer. Wa terproof concrete walls
arc eight inches thick, a nd the roof is IO
inches thick. covered wi th four feet of
dirt and sod.

Interior Architecture
Design Award
Winners Announced
TSA's Interior Architec ture Committee has announced 10 coequal winners
in TSA's f irst interior arc hitecture design

.H.S.\'.P. 10
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awards competi tion, with awa rds to be
presen ted Nov. I during the opening
session of TSA's 40th Annual Meeti ng
in Houston.
A total of 50 submittals from firms
la rge a nd small across the state represented "a good cross-section" of f irms,
projects and budgets, says committee
member Stuart N immons.
T he award-winning projects are:
Pierre Deux and Tane de Houston at
Saks F ifth Avenue Center of Fashion in
Houston , by H ouston arc hitect Ray
Bai ley (see Texas Architect, Jul y/ Aug ust
1979);
S tate & Mapleton Banking Center a nd
the Fod rea Communi ty School, both in
Columbus, Ind., by the Houston firm
Cau9i)I Rowlett Scott;
Scores Electronic G ame Center in
Dallas, by Dallas architect H oward G la zbrook;
Coastal Tower in G reenway Plaza and
the Ame rican General Home Office
Building, bot h in Houston , by t he Houston firm Lloyd Jones Brewer & Associates;
Denney Theatre Renovation, H igh
School for Perform ing and V isual A rts
in H ouston, by the Houston firm H a rvin
Moore-Barry Moore (see Texas Architect,
March/ Apri l 1978);
Richards Drilling Company Office
Buildi ng in Bay City, by the Houston
f irm John Pe rry Associates;
T he U nited Services Automo bile Association Corporate H eadq ua rters in Sa n
Antonio, by the Ho uston-based firm
3 DI International.
Juro rs for the program were Sherman
Emery, ed itor of Interior Design magazine; Charles Pfislcr of Skidmore Owings
& Merrill in San Fra nc isco; and Geo rge
Woo, wilh J.M. Pei & Pa rtners in New
York.
Due to the volume and overall quali ty
of the submittals, N immons says, plans
are fo r the TSA interior a rchi tecture
design awards program to be an a nn ual
event.

24th R. S. Reynolds
Memorial Award
Program Announced
Natio nal ATA has issued a call fo r entries in the 24th R. S. Reynolds Memorial
Award 1980 fo r disti ngu ished archi tecture us ing a luminum .
T he program, sponsored by Reynolds
Metal Compa ny and adm inistered by
A IA, is conduc ted a nnually to cite a
C,rcle 20 on Reader Inquiry Card
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team of architects who, in the judgment
of a three-person jury appointed by the
A IA Board of Directors, "designed a
permanent, significant work of architecture, in the creation of which aluminum
has been an important contributing factor."
Nom ination forms should be submitted
to AJA headquarters in Washington,
D.C.. postmarked no later than Dec. 3.
I 979. (An arch itect may nominate himself or be nominated by others.)
AJA will send a "data binder" to each
nominee for use in submitting photographs, plans and descriptive materials of
the project, which should be returned to
A IA headquarters postmarked no later
than Jan. 2, I 980. Jury review will take
place Jan. 3 I-Feb. 1.
For more information, contact: R. S.
Reynolds Memorial Award, American
Insti tu te of Architects, 1735 New York
Avenue, N.W., Was hington, D.C. 20006.

competition, which included business,
professional and trade magazine entries
from throughout the district's five regions: Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas, Arizona and Colorado.

Projects in Progress
Shoreline Hotel
Planned for Corpus Christi
Construction is scheduled lo begin in
m id-November on the 18-story Hershey
Harbor Inn on Shoreline Boulevard in

downtown Corpus Christi.
The project, designed by the Corpus
Christi firm Total Design Four, is intended to respond in siting, design and
opening elate to the nearby Bayfront
Plaza Convention Center, now under
construction and scheduled to open in
the Spring of 1981.
T he 400-room hotel, which will be the
city's tallest and largest, is designed also
to respond to non-convention marketstourist and business-"since a major
hotel cannot survive on convention business alone," concedes Hershey Resort
Management Group, developer of the

Texas Architect
Wins Top Award
In IABC Competition

TA staff (L-R): Editor Fuller, As.wciate

Editor Michael McCul/ar, Ad,·ertisi11g
Director 10h11 Lash.
Texas Architect Editor Larry Paul
F uller has been notified that Texas Architect was one of only two magazines

in its category to win an Award of Excellence, the program's highest award,
in the 1979 District 5 Evaluation and
Awards Program of the International
Association of Business Communicators
(IABC).
Awards were presented and displayed
with copies of the winning entries during
the District 5 Conference in Wichita,
Kans., Sept. 26-28. W inners were selected on the basis of writing, ap pearance
and overall content.
There were a total of 23 1 entries in
all categories in this year's District 5

Modern building technique, in its search for elements that ensure continuity and
functional efficiency. has rediscovered the value and the possibilities offered by
rubber floors .
We've taken this into consideration and the results have been encouraging.
Rubber floors and coverings form one of the most frequently adopted solutions to
new technical and stylistic problems in civil building, interior decoration and
industry.
Our • Mondo Rubber. floorings are outstandingly resilient and offer just the r ight
answer for all cases where exceptional resistance to wear is required. together
with softness, quietness, and easy maintenance. These are features that are
very hard to f ind in a single product.
Write or phone for further information.

Exclusive Distr ibutor For Texas
FORMS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
66 19 Denton Dr ive
Dallas, Texas 75235
(2 14) 358-5557
Circle 21 on Reader lnqwry Card
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Symmetry
In Design
For You,
The Professional
Hardwood floors w ith natural wood b eauty. Choose either the
striking geometrical d esign of contemporary or the tra ditional
fl avor o f colonial. Elegance achieved through the diligent
efforts of dedicated and conscientious artisans.
Custom fabrication and trop ical hardwoods for commercial installa tions In executive and professional offices .
Our Custom•, Assist D•po rtm•nt will be glad to help with selections.

GLOBAL WOOD

~
lill

TIW>ERS, IHC.

P. 0 . Dox 19281 • Houston, Texas 77024 • (7 13) 464-8888
Showroom · 1400 West Deft North
Citclo 22 on /leader Inquiry Card
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project.
T he hotel will feature a revolvi ng rest.:turant on the top fl oor, providing views
of the ci ty and bay, and i nclude a 1,200seat mai n banquet room, meeting rooms,
game rooms, swimming pool , tennis
courts, cocktail lounge and a 350-car
park ing faci lity.

Medical Center Planned
For Montgomery County
Construction is planned to begin later
this year on a new 150-bed general acutecare hospi tal in Conroe, phase I of the
new M ontgomery County M edical Center complex on a wooded 9 1-acre site
once par t of the George Strake Boy
Scout Camp.
T he $ 13.4 million hospital , designed
in joint venture by the H ouston fir ms
Brooks/ Collier and Pierce, Goodwin &
A lexander, will feature a building expansion system that wil l allow any portion
of the hospital to expand without relocating adjacent services or departments. The
faci lity also will provide complete i npatient and out-patient care and full
emergency services. F or the sake of efficiency and infection control , arrangemen t of departments withi n the hospital
separates the movements of visitors and
staff in separ ate corridors.

,,j1111,,11 - . . .,"
M o 1111:0111ery County H ospital.

Vin L Fab Revised.
Fabulous new colors, new patterns, and a new format - all with the same
superior quality . See this line and others at ou r booth at the TSA
Convention in Houston.

-

Wallpapers, Inc. of Houston/of Dallas
6110 Richmond, Hous1on. TX 77057. (713) 78 1-55 10
P.O. Box 31318, Dallas, TX 75231, (214) 739-2490

Long-range plans call for construction
of professional buildings, extended-care
facil ities, a rehabilitation center, hotel
and motel , and a variety of other facilities on the 9 1-acre site to enhance the
quality and comprehensiveness of health
care for area residents. (T he f irst of such
bui ldings was recentl y announced by the
A. P. K eller Company, which plans to
build a multi-story professional building
adjacent to the new hospital and connected lo it by an enclosed passageway.)
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Construction Underway
On Architects' Offices
In West Fort Worth
Construction is nearing completion on
a 7,000-squarc-foot building for the architectural firm Kirk, Voich and Gist on
Fort Worth's near-west side, designed by
the future tenants around and over an
ex isting 2,000-squarc-fool structure occupied by Denture Centres of America.

Au Forgcron De La Cour-Dicu, Inc.

ctlU ~ ~ ~~
Two Generations of Experience Beautify the Inside and Owside of
Houses with Hand Forged Ornamental Iron
HJ-:SJ()£NTIAL

An tfquc Reproduction
Antique Rcstoratiort

a

INSTITUTIONAL

~•ia-

a COMMF::RCIAL
21J W. Comsti,\Ck St.
Dallas, Texas
(214) 748-3983

Scu lptures

Fort Worth arl'hitects' office.

The building will be steel-framed, of
precast concrete with glass walls. Twentynine foot high windows will form all of
the north wall at the second floor to
bring maximum natural lighting into the
drafting area. A hyperbolic paraboloid
roof will be supported by steel trusses
and feature a standing-scam metal deck.
Don Kirk, president of Kirk, Voich
and Gist, says the firm expects to occupy
the new bui lding by the end of the year.
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News of Schools
Texas Tech Professor
Wins Arc Welding Award
For 'SculpCured' House
A faculty member of the Division of
Architecture at Tex.is Tech has won a
$250 award from the James F. Lincoln
Arc Welding Found:1lion in Cleveland,
Ohio, for his partia lly finished, "sculptured" house of welded steel plate, a
lnndmark at Lake Ransom Canyon near
Lubbock.
Associate professor of architecture
Robert R. Bruno won the award in the
foundation's annual Award Program for
Improvement through Arc Welding in
design, engineering and fabricnlion. The
program seeks lo recognize and reward
arc welding projects that conserve material, time and energy and improve proCo11ti1111cd 011 page 78.
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About this Issue
Whence the inspiration for our cover image? It is widely alleged, if not
officially recorded, that Frank Lloyd Wright's initial response upon entering
Houston's Shamrock Hilton was, "Now I know what the inside of a jukebox
looks like." That was in 1949, when Wright was attending a convention of
the American Institute of Architects to accept the AIA Gold Medal. Now
( October 3 1-November 3), the Texas Society of Architects is convening in
that same hotel for its 40th Annual Meeting. And this issue makes its debut
on-site at the convention.
Regardless of whether the Wright anecdote is true, it makes a good story.
And the jukebox makes for a good image around which to build a convention theme-the "Top Forties"-for a 40th session " record event" in which
registrants may assess the programming and make their own selections. Also,
social events are being produced in the grand style of the "Fabulous Forties."
Even the convention hotel lends itself admirably to the theme by having
been designed in that decade ( Hedrick & Lindsley, 1949).
In this issue, architectural writer and associate professor Peter Papademetriou, of Rice University, seizes upon the convention connection as appropriate justification for his lead article on Houston architecture of the forties, a
time he views as a period ~f "gawkiness." Other of our features allude to
some work of the forties, and we do summarize the annual meeting awards
the Society is presenting. But in this "Houston Convention Issue," we patently have placed the emphasis on Houston the city, which just happens to be
the convention location.
Fortuitously, though, that somewhat kooky jukebox image is a fitting
symbol of Houston in and of itself, all convention allusions aside. Houston
is a city of alluring affluence, of color and glitter and gleam . As the future
darkens for many cities, Houston fairly glows with energy and vitality. Its
new wave of look-at-me architecture is the ultimate in boldness and audac ity, with or without neon. And like that larger-than-life jukebox of a building, Houston is Texas-size-big-time, big-scale-if a bit ungainly. It is bulging and bursting at its seams, but its inner workings-based on a system of
individual choice-show no signs of playing out. Despite certain malfunctions, Houston sustains its equilibrium through a rhythm of its own. It's a
city making noise throughout the world; Houstonians call it music.
-Larry Paul Fuller
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Doldrums in the'Forties

Houston Building Design in Transition

By Peter C. Papadcmctriou
There is that uncomfortable age in
growing up when features are in the
process of changing, but haven ·t quite
reached the balance of maturity. "Gawkiness" is one of the best words to describe
this period, since it often has associated
with it a certain crudeness and overexaggeration of physical features which
indicate that things aren't quite the re yet.
In many ways, the I 940s in Texas
architecture was a ''gawky" period, one
in which fashions were changing but,
since the scene was somewhat removed
from the hotbeds of the avant-garde, an
uncertain lack of commitment characterized the work in this transitional phase.
Also, the period was one in which an
older generation of architects was passing into retirement and a new generation
was only beginning to get practices started. This situation was one in which an
element of caution would be called for
on the part of the younger architects as
they began to build their practices.
Multiple Trends
The doldrums in the 1940s reflect
these transitions, as well as a general
unwillingness to adhere totally to the
current fashion declared in 1932 as the
International Style. In many ways, the
period was a time when multiple trends
came together and exerted counter-influences on one another. The general
trend of regionalism derived from the
consciousness of the 1930s, while it
never had a specific stylistic image,
nonetheless resisted the all-inclusive
"machine" esthetic of the International
Style.
As it man ifested itself, this tendency
amoun ted to the continual use of natural
ma terials as a feature. Since th is range of
materials implied a handicraft tradition,
it created problems for advocates of the
fnte rna tional Style, but was a fac tor
which significantly altered the character
of the new architecture as it came lo
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America. Even such advocates as Walter
Gropius or Marcel Breuer, in their initial
American work reflecting the New England traditions that included natural
fieldstone, or the architects of the West
Coast such as William Wurste r who continued the woo(by tradition of the Bay
Arca, contributed to the softening of the
modern International Style esthetic. It
wou ld be in this diluted form that the
new architecture would be accepted in
contexts such as Texas, a form which
might best be designated as Contemporary. It should be noted that the Museum
of Modern Art was sufficiently alarmed
by the situation lo convene a New York
symposium in 1948 on the issue of
"Whal is Happening to Modern Architecture?"
In a conservative society, the dominant feature in the architecture of the
J 940s was the li ngering vestige of eclecticism and its various offshoots which
tended to exhibit compositional preferences for the centralized mass, a feature
of all Beaux Arts design. Even whe re the
architects tried to "be modern," they
revealed themselves as "wolves in sheeps'
clothing" and contributed to the ambivalent character which architecture exhibits in this period.
Paradoxes
The principal aspect is that of the
mannerist treatment resulting from the
somewhat contradictory goal of modernizing traditional architectural forms. This
provoked strong contrasts which are
often paradoxical as they are subjected
to scrutiny-crazy juxtapositions of opposing intentions, all qui te unconscious,
perhaps, but suggestive of a state of
being in-between.
Ornament-and the variety of surface
through ornament- is one of the most
obvious problem areas in the I 940s.
Where the forms themselves are ornamental, they often exhibit funny con-

trasts of scale as well as a general quandary on the issue of how to be both
histoJi~al and abstract. This creates in
part what m ight be called the "outline
syndrome," where forms have been reduced to plain surfaces, yet features arc
consistently picked out and articulated
by a framed outl ine, indicating a conflict
between the wish fo r su rface decoration
and the modern imperative of simplicity
and abstraction.
Respectability
The late vestiges of eclecticism reflect
the most obvious continuation of traditional design, but not without some odd
features. Where style is used in the most
direct way, it nevertheless appears generally to be a means of maintaining a
certain "respectability," although its effect is often somewhat diluted, perhaps
slightly suburbanized. A certain degree
of exaggeration is also apparent, generally in an overscaling of the forma l reference. It is almost as though the building
is overcompensating in some way.
A hyb rid of this is a kind of Stripped
Classicism, that is, the details are highly
abstracted although sti ll traditional in
their persuasion. Th is often mixes with
the vestiges of perhaps the only popular
modern decorative style, the so-called
Moderne. What often resul ts is a hybrid
offshoot which might reasonably be designated as the Classical Moderne.
In any event, the result of this combination of Classicism with abstraction
is the phenomenon of the Classic Box,
of which there are many examples.
Additionally, as the re was a tende ncy
toward abstraction, there was a development of selected exaggerated features.
Principal among these was the continued
tendency toward centralized massing,
often in a stepped pyramid form around
a central axis. Additionally, the inflation
of entry elements was another feature,
perhaps in the hope that such elements
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1940s Design Trends
might operate to organize the whole
mass, contain a degree of ornament by
virtue of their importance, and add a
degree of "interest" to a composition
which otherwise was becoming routine
as it became Modern.
Late Moderne also lingered on in the
1940s, most often in the form of the
Streamlined Moderne. This had always
been an acceptable, popular compromise
which additionally had the advantage,
because or its decorative tendency, to be
adaptable to commercial symbolism. It
was Modern, but also less rigid in its
adherence to a narrow set of visual features. Large areas of glass, cantilevers,
corner windows-all could be used, in
addition to decorated surfaces, orten
with overt as opposed to abstract symbolism.
An off<;hoot of thi!. tendency was the
Modem Box. contrasted to its classic
cousin mainly by an emphasis on the
horizontal. This was in part because of
the suburban setting many of these buildings were placed in. but also becau,;e of
the affectation of certain "modern" conceits such as horizontal strip windows.
This. in combination with the buildings
generally being low-rise, tended to make
them read a'> being along lower lines
(Modern) as opposed to more squat or
cube-like (Classic).
Sign Elements
Out in the suburbs of Post-War
America, architects found that buildings
had to be in a more direct relation,;hip
with the automobile, particularly if they
were commercial buildings. Sign elements took on real architectonic character in this period. As they originally were
part of the building mass, they tended to
add visual interest to fairly simple elevations, to aid in articulating the entries in
a situation where conventional devices
such as porticoes and pediments were
deemed passe, and to satisfy the continued impulse toward centralized massing as a result of the Beaux Arts heritage
which the Modern style was never quite
able to get rid of. Eventually, these signs
began to migrate to the edge of the buildings, closer to the roadway, and finally
detached themselves a!. the buildings had
to set back to accommodate cars; at this
point the signs often had a scale and
level of articulation that made them
buildi ng-like.
In the face of these conflicting trends,
Modern architecture took on the somewhat neutral effects which allowed it to
straddle progressive trends, yet not be
truly avant-garde, and conservative

Conservative Trends
St) le:

Late Eclecticism

Off~booll.:

Progressive Trends
Late Moderne

Stripped Cla~icism

Contemporary
"\\lrigbtian"

"Classical Moderne"
Features:

Classic Box

Modem Box

Centralized Massing

Sign Elements

Entry Elements

Late Eclectics

\t. Jo/111·s Sdwo/ (Sortlr Campus), 240/
Cl11remo11t I ,1111, by Hiram A Sali.1b11n.
1946-47. Country Cotswc,ld a la Medil'l'al
Suburbia in thr 111a1111er appropriate for ,111
Episcopal Sclwol.

YMCA , 1600 l.ouisiana, b_v Kenneth Fra11zhei111, 1939-41. Stripped Renaissance, per/wps in an attempt to be "resprctable" bv
looking "hotel-like."

/·int Presbyteriun Clwrc/1, 5300 S. Main, by
Hobert Upjo/111 ( \ ew Y ork) anti MauriCf J
S11//11·an, 1939-49 ··Bir:ger tha11 Bullfinch,"
the ch11rch is in II national style for a11
A 111u1can denomination, while its scale is
Texas-sized Ft•dera/ Style.

Celllra/ Church of Christ, 4100 Montrose
8/i·d., by Wi/lwm W. Watkin, /939-47. Late
R omanesque Re,·i,·al.

Pholotraphy by Michele Maler
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Late Eclectics (Continued)
trends, yet not be truly eclectic. Without
a fully developed cultural vocabulary of
form, this "contemporary" architecture
of\en appeared a bit ungainly. By being
abstract, it attempted to introduce visual
variety through conscious form-making
-"interesting" sculpted shapes, canted
angles, variety of materials and surfaces,
albeit used in an unadorned "honest"
manner. Where it was traditional, it
tended to take on the "Cranbrook look"
of the work of E lie! Saarinen, with its
emphasis on art handicraft in combination with reduced, simple geometries.
The I 940s set the stage for a reaction,
the creation of forms which would somehow have more " life" than the reductionist abstrac tions. This would characterize
the J 950s with its so-called "search for
form," and usher in the era of often
bizarre shapes in contrast to the more
static compositions of the previous decades. In the meantime, the designs of
Frank Lloyd Wright achieved a large
professional acceptance, with theme
issues of Architectural Forum both in
1939 and again in I 948, closed out in a
sense by the AJA Gold Medal awarded
to Wright in H ouston in 1949.
Wrightian architecture was clearly an
alternative, and there would be others in
the decades to follow. Neo-classicism
would eventually find a new form in the
Mies steel-and-glass idiom, a conservative alternative to the more outrageous
variations which appeared at the same
time. In the I 950s, Modern architecture
took on the mannerisms of an adolescent
trying for instant adulthood, while in the
1940s it went through the ungainly
gawkiness of a child rapidly outgrowing
old clothes.
Peter PapadPmetriou teaches at the Rice
University School of Architecture. fie writes
for Progressive Architecture and also is a
Texas Architect contributing editor.

EDITOR'S NOTE: Special thanks to Stephen Fox for assisting in preparation of this
list, correcting building names to their origi1wl designation, updating our record of
comtruction dates and more fully validating
architects' a11ributions. /Joth the names of
buildings and architectural firms are those
used at the time of original constmction.
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Garden Oaks School, 901 Sue Bame/I,
by Talbott Wilson and Irwin Morris, 1940.
A kind of Greek Revival which gives it
mo1111111e11tality in a vi1·id scale j11xtapositio11
with the delicate classroom wing contemporary to it.

=
Bayou Club, 8550 Memorial Dr., by 10h11
Staub, 1938-40. The verandah recalls the
t-:entility of a Creole Plantation mixed with
Jeffersonian Rel'ival.

Stripped Classicism

ABOVE and RIGHT: University of Houston Residence Halls Co111vlex, Lamar Q.
Cato and Alfred C . Finn, 1949. Centralized
mass 011 a raised terrace plinth, "barely"
asymmetrical. Texas limestone is often used
as a regional material in monumental buildings. A /so new elements: aluminum framed
"picture wi11dows" and pipe handrails.

Fondren Library, Rice U11i1•ersity, Staub &
Rather, William W. Watkin, consultint-:
architect, 1945-49. Believe it or not, the
b11ildi11g was deliberately designed in "asymmetrical balance," with "programmatic"
massing contrasted to the formal symmetry
of the Rice quad. However, the axial central
mass ties it all together.

l/a111wh Hall, Texas Southern U11iversity,
l.amar Q. Cato, 1947-49. A simple prof!.ram,
with tacked on 111on11111entality using a readily understood, abstracted formal element.

Science Building, U11iversity of H ouston,
l,amar Q. Cato, 1939. Vestigial pilasters,
Art Modeme in their abstraction.
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Centralized Massing
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Shell Oil Co. Production & Exploratio11
Researcl, Bldg., 3737 Bellaire Blwl., Austin
Co., 1945-47. A big theme of the 1940s: 1/,e
contrast of horizontal and vertical.
Holland Lodge# 1, Masonic Temple, 4911
Montrose Bfrd., Milton McGinty, 1953.
Iconography dominates the architecture.

M. D . Anderso11 Hall, Rice University,
Staub & Rather, William W. Watkin, consulting, I 946-47. Stripped Classical Eclectic.

Roy Gustav Cullen Memorial Bldg., U11iversi1y of Houston, Alfred C. Fi1111, 1939.
Stripped Classical Modeme.

Shamrock Hotel, 6900 S. Main, Hedrick &
Lindsley, 1949. l!igh -rise, step-pyramid
massing.

City National Bank (Southern National
Bank), 921 Main, A I/red C. Finn, 1945-47.
High-rise, stepped pyramid massing .

Congregation Beth Yeshurum (Lucian Lock/,arl Elementary), 3501 Sowhmore, Finger
& Rustay , 1947-49. Monumental scale contrasts with the routine flanking wings.

November/ December 1979

U.S. Naval 1/ospital (Veterans' Hospital),
2002 Holcombe Blvd., Finn, Cummins &
Taylor, 1944. The entrance, only marginally
big scale, is emphasized by the central mass.
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Entries

FROM /,EFT: Hemwn11 Hospital (nell'), Texas Medical Ce11ter, Ke11neth Franzhcim a11d Hedrick & Lindsley, 1945: a reductionist estltetic
a11d inffoted scale combined with two-story ;:lass block entry walls. St. Thomas lligh School, 4500 Memorial /Jr., Ma11rice J. Sulliva11, 1940,
a11d Ripley House, 4401 Lorejoy, Birdsalf P. Briscoe a11d Maurice J. Sullirnn, 1938-40: e11try for cad, is a large sutle clcme11t which f11nctio11s
as a pi1•ot for flanki11g wi11g.1. Blue Tria11gle YWCA, 3005 McGowen, Birdsall P. 1-Jri., coe and llarri.1011 A ..-S.tlisbury, 1949-51: smaller scale
tha11 Ripley llouse, with residual touches of Greek fretwork.

Julia C. HeJter House, 2020 Solo, Euge11e
Walin , /949 . The entry element is so enlarged that it becomes the building form, i11
fllm requiring tlte insertion of yet one more
entry feature.

I

Baylor Colle;::e of Medicine, Texas Medical
Ce11ter, Hedrick & Li11dsley, 1945-47. The
flanking wings are bland i11 contrast to the
strength of the entry.

Sakmvi1z Brothers, 11 J J Mai11, Alfred C.
Finn, 1949-51. The full -height slot leaves
110 doubt about the e111ry.

Classic Boxes
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Foley's is tlte "shoe bo.r." Sakowitz, with its
more 11101111111e11ta/ treatment a11d elel(ant
materials, is the "!tat box."

D

Foley Bro/hers, I I /0 Mai11, Ke1111eth Franzheim, 1945-47. Some four stories were
added in 1956.

Sakowitz Brothers, I I I I Main, A I/red C.
Finn, 1949-51.

Texas Architecl

Late M oderne

Carnation Company, 701 Waugh Drfre, Finger & Rustay, 1945-48.
Streamlined comers keep this huilding 011 the Modeme side of
Stripped Classicism.

Knapp Chel'rolet, 815 N . Houston A,•e., R. Newell Waters and E.
Kelly Gaffney, 1941. Streamlined, with slight Intemational Style
overtones, such as the "dissolvinf?" corner.

Sr. Joseph's Hospital additions, 1919 LaBranch, I.E. Loveless (Los
Ange/es), Maurice J. Sulli\'011, mid-1940s. Horizontal banding is
broken by stair, which in tum pushes mass up to central element
capped by strip window, all of which is ultimately "programmatic."

Hermam, Hospital (new), Texas Medical Center, Kenneth Franzheim
and Hedrick & Lindsley, 1945. One can imatine different "facade
studies" to pal/em the simple mass.

Modem Boxes

Sears Roebuck & Co., 4000 N. Shepherd,
George R. Dahl (Dallas), 1950. Suburban
treatment: building has a variety of materials, bur canopies emphasize the horizo11tal.

Sears Roebuck & Co., 6800 Harrisburg,
Kenneth Franzheim, 1947. Raked brick
joints emphasize horizontal lines, even with
a stepped mass build-up.
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Sears Roebuck & Co., 4201 S. Main, Nimmons, Carr & Wright (Chicago) and A I/red
C. Finn, 1939. Sheathing co,·ers the exisrinf?
building; massing is all that remains. Compare this 011e with the other Sears stores.

Main & Eltin Building (Woolworth's), Ke1111eth Franzheim, 1948-49. The big debate
must hai·e been, "Shall it be vertical or
horizontal?" Note the "programmatic" irregularity in rite strip window placement.

Addition to Gulf Envelope Co., 1600 N.
Main, Lloyd & Morgan, 1948-49. Stron,:,
deliberate asymmetry inside an articulated
frame; sunscreen emphasizes the horizontal.
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Contemporary

Congregation Adath E111etl1, Texas Southern University, ln·i11g R . Klein, 1946-48.
The massing is deliberately sculpted.

~ a~--..,....,
Kaphan's, 7900 S. Main, Claude E. Hoote11
& H. A. Turner, 1949-50. Early sign is a
vestige of time when soutl, Main was the
tourist route from San Antonio. Structural
bents of entry ca11opy ecl,o sig11 form.

St. Rose of Lima Church and School, 3604
Bri11kman Rd., Donald Barthelme & Associates, 1947. Tl,e ca11opy is a contrast to the
full abstraction of the 11early cubic form.
"Saari11e11 Modern," with an emphasis of
reduced hand crafts.

The Fashion (Palais Royal), 917 Main, Alfred C. Finn and Peter Gray (New York),
1945-47. Refacing of w1 earlier building by
the same architect featured sophisticated
outdoor terrace spaces which "extended" the
sales floors.

Melrose Building, Walker Ave. and San
Jacinto St., Lloyd & Morgan, 1949-52. The
essential plan is the L-shape 1920s skyscraper. Advantageous corner office space is curiously gfren 01•er to tl,e game of ,·ertical ,·s.
horizontal.

Wrightian

Lyons A ve. Health Center, 5602 Lyons
Ave., Mac Kie & Kt1mrath, /949-5 I. Wright
prodded an altematfre to the box.
I

San Felipe Courts, 1600 Allen Park way,
Associated Housing Architects of Hou.Hon
(Claude E. Hooten, Eugene Werlin, and
MacKie & Kamrath, designing architects).
Designed as Defense housing, the original
scheme had a bridge co1111ection to this section, as a gateway to the development.
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Co11gregation Emanu-EI Temple, 1500 Sunset Blvd., MacKie & Kanirath and Lenard
Gabert, 1945-49. Super-scale Usonion.
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Advertising Towers
TJ,e ,·m11r>cHitio11al .1111111e of l,orizm,rul ,•s.
,·errical conri1111es a.r rl,c 1i1111 form ral..ef 011
greater anl,itt'Ucmic cl,aracrer am/ ,:radually derac/11·1 irrelf /ram rl,e buildin,:.

I

Knapp CJ,e,·roler Co., 8/5 N. Houston
A1·e., R. N,•11•ell Warersand E. Kelly Gaffney, /941.
Hm<:l,srem'r Inc., 10002 S. Main Street, I. S.
Brocl,srein am/ Lenard Gabert, 1940.

1940.

,,

Gares' Tire Cemer, 9111 Jessen Dr., Arcl,itt'crr and Dnigners A 1.wciares, 1949.
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G'1/derr Girl (Captain Jol,n's), 1927 West
Gra.\l, Srayron Nwm & Milrcm McGinry,

Alabama TJ,earer, 2922 S. Sl,epl,erd, A I/red
C. Pi1111 and IV. Scorr V111111e (Dallas), 1939.

Sears Roebuck c.{ Co., 4000 N. Sl,eplterd,
GC'<>r,:e R. Dal,/ (Dallas), 1950.
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Breaking Out of the Box

Houston's New Breed of Skyscraper

By Larry Paul Fuller
Houston, as well as every other major
American city, must own up to its share
of dreary, boxy buildings-glass-walled
reflections of the Modern Movement
erected in the name of efficiency but
notable only for their shimmering anonymity. Predominant among them are
structures which comprise that most underprivileged of architectural genresthe "speculative office building" (a term
often linked condescendingly with "just
a" or "only a").
The economy and potential dazzle of
steel-and-glass construction, as well as
the unsurpassed efficiency of rectilinear
form, brought about the emergence of
the glass box as the developer's preferred
container for lease space. But it is obvious that Houston now is breaking out of
the box with a boom- a boom in skyscraping office towers whose primary
appeal is their flamboyant geometry,
their daring defiance of convention.
Cropping up downtown are such bold
forms as the five-sided Texas Commerce
Tower (1.M. Pei and 3D/International);
First City Bank Tower, a parallelogram
in plan, with stair-stepping vertical slits
notched out of both long facades (S. I.
Morris Associates); and First International Plaza, with its sawtooth wall moving diagonally across the site (Skidmore
Owings & Merrill-San Francisco and
30 / International). Out on the West
Loop, one is taken with the rounded
corners of a Post Oak Central (Johnson/
Burgee and S. I. Morris Associates); the
sweeping curve of a U.S. Home (Caudill Rowlett Scott); the staggered setbacks of an Allied Chemical (S. I. Morris
Associates); or further north, the boatshape plan of a Brookhollow (30 / International.)
It is commonly conceded, however,
that in Houston, it all began with Pennzoil Place (although a few less spectacular developer projects could be cited as
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pre-Pennzoil examples of unusual shape).
Designed for developer Gerald 0. Hines
by Philip Johnson and John Burgee (in
association with S. I. Morris Associates),
Pennzoil Place proved a developer could
go beyond the box and still come out
with the right numbers on the all-important bottom line.
The widely-publicized 36-story twin
trapezoidal towers-positioned as mirror
images-were made all the more dramatic with the 45-degree slicing off of
the top eight floors of each tower (an
idea attributed to Pennzoil Chairman J.
Hugh Liedtke, who did not want just
another "cigar box" top). In the process,
the structure became more costly and
complex-as in the case of that one-ofa-kind detail forming the upper ridge of
each tower. Precious net leasable square
footage was diminished. And the resulting upper-floor spaces were left threedimensionally awkward.
But also in the process a distinctive
new image was created for the Houston
skyline, yielding a prestige identity so
marketable that the building was 97 percent leased-at premium rates-before
construction was complete. Any cost
penalties resulting from the design were
more than offset by the building's superb
leasability. And those "awkward" upperlevel spaces became the most dramatic,
the most sought-after of all.
The "New Skyscraper"
Pennzoil, and the spate of exuberant
Houston buildings which followed it, are
part of a national trend away from the
box and toward what architectural critic
Paul Goldberger has dubbed the "new
skyscraper." Exemplified by such projects as Johnson / Burgee's IDS tower in
Minneapolis ( 1972) and Hugh Stubbins'
Citicorp Center in New York City
( 1977), the movement consists of buildings notable not only for flamboyant
form, but for inside amenities, handsome

skins and- in high-density settings-for
their social role as centers for a wide
range of pedestrian activity.
Buf the buildings featured here are
also very much a part of the unique,
boom-town phenomenon that is H ouston. Pennzoil, for example, came along
only because Houston was ready for it.
"I'm not really sure you could have done
that building, at that time, anywhere else
but Houston," says Eugene Aubry,
FAIA, of S. I. Morris Associates. "The
Houston market is very receptive. People
here are starved for the new and different, for something kind of wacko. It's a
'By God l can do it' attitude and 'I can
do it like I want to.'"
Another fo rce behind the new wave of
shapely H ouston buildings is the element
of competition. 30/ International Director of Architectural Design Marc Tucker
observes that " Houston tends to ho-hum
any new building that goes up unless it
is particularly eye-catching. In many
cities, anything new you do is likely to
be the best in town," he says. "It'll stand
out in the crowd because there's no competition. But here, an excellent building
can go virtually unrecognized because
it's in such good company."
Investment builder John Hansen, who
is developing a choice 28-acre West Loop
tract called Riverway, points out that
Houston enjoys a strong, competitive
economy because, "It's an energy-oriented city at a time when energy is the
number one topic of conversation. All
the related jobs constitute a big demand
for space, and that's why so many buildings are being built." Hansen- whose
Riverway tract includes Allied Chemical, its partially completed companion
building Three Riverway (S. I. Morris
Associates), and IBM's new corporate
facility now under construction ( Caudill
Rowlett Scott)-agrees that competition
makes the buildings better and more un-
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U.S. Home Building, by Caudill Row/ell
Scott, for Baker-Winter Development Co.
Sweeping curve of west facade acknowledges the adjacent West Loop and acts as a
sun shield. The stepped facade, of tinted
glass, is a completely different skin optimizing views of a densely wooded landscape.
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Typical floor plan, U.S. Home.
November/ December 1979
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l
Typical floor plan, Brookhollow Two.

Pe1111zoil Place, Jolmso11/ Burgee and S. /.
Morris Associates, for Gerald D. Hines
Interests.

Brookhollow Ce11tral Two, by JD/ Jmemational, for P.!.C. Realty Corp. 01'al co11/ig11ratio11
provides panoramic view.

Typical high-rise plans, floors 26-28, Pennzoil Place.

Typical floor plan, 3D/1 Tower.
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3 DI l11tematio11al Tower, by JD / International, for Gerald D . Hines Interests. Setbacks create
extra premium spaces i11 22-fevef tower of stainless steel a11d reflective glass.

Texas Architect

usual. "Competition is a positive force
here," he says. "If the man across the
street puts up a good building, it forces
me to put up a better building, if I'm
going to compete."
But Hansen makes the pertinent observation that Houston's real uniqueness
lies in its overwhelming commitment to
the notion that business is good for the
city. In this same context, Eugene Aubry
talks about "the Houston way of doing
things" and cites the city's reaction to the
Pennzoil proposal as a case-in-point.
"Jf you look at that building you'll find
that, technically, under the codes, you
can't even build it, because of course it's
really two buildings only ten feet apart.
But codes arc always being amended
here, and we have fewer hassles with
codes because the city fathers arc willing
to weigh things like that and to ask,
'What will the building mean for the
city?'"

Outside Vs. Inside
So it is that Houston's dynamics arc
right for office buildings of bold and
unusual form. But arc the buildings right
for the tenants? Do those structural
flourishes yield inside amenities, or arc
they primarily concessions to outward
appeal and identifiability? 30/l's Marc
Tucker. who spent years in interior
architecture honing the concept of de5igning buildings from the inside out, is
acutely aware of how often it is done the
other way. "A lot of the variations in
shape arc simply for exterior appeal," he
says. "Somebody creates a nifty sculptural form and then has to force the
interior to make it work. The ideal is for
the plan to produce the unusual exterior
configuration because of an interior
functional need." But Tucker agrees the
proper balance is difficult to achieve
because "spec buildings have to be all
things to all people."
One way in which structural deviations
do commonly relate to interior function
is in the creation of extra corner offices,
traditionally seen by tenants as preferred spaces. Tucker points out that a
rectangle yields only four comer offices
per floor, whereas the offset configuration of 30/J Tower affords six. The
faceted, ~awtooth wall design of First
(nternational Plaza produces a premium
space with each notch. But the most extreme example is the Greenspoint complex, designed by S. I. Morris A5sociates
for Friendswood Development Co..
which is based on a box broken by an
apparently random pattern of cantilev-
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Gree11spoi11t I, by S. l. Morris As.iociates, for Friell(fawood Dew!lo{Jme11t Co. Cantilevered
protrusions proi•ide identity and extra comer offices.

Typical floor plan, Greenspoint l.

First International Plaza, by Skidmore
Owings & Merrill, San Fra11ci.sco, and JI)
lntematio11al, for Gerald D. Hines lllterests. Diagonal, sawtooth wall minimize.1·
ca11yo11 effect 011 the site and maximize.v the
1111mber of comer offices. Landscaped p/a,a
occupies almost a quarter of the block 011
which the impressive polished granite tower
is sited.

Typical high-ri.1e floor plan, First lntematio11a/ Plaza.

19

Gerald Hi11es' Post Oak Cemral O11e (left) a11d Two. Design by Joh11son/ 811rgee, with S. I. Morris Associates (One) and Richard Fitzi:erald & Associates (Two). Stepped profiles a11d rounded comers
create striki11g companion images.
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25th floor plan, Allied Chemical. T his sixsided tower is distinguished by uniform
upper-floor setbacks which yield five usable
balco11ies on t wo opposite sides. The balconies, which have proved to be a successful leasing a/traction, will also appear 011
A 1/ied's compa11io11 building, Three Riverway, but will be co11centrated on one cascading east elevation.

Allied Chemical Building, by S. I. Morris Associates, for John Hamen, lm·estment Builder.
l'art of a low-density, 28-acre West Loop tract.
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22nd floor plan, showing 22nd floor terrace,
Two Post Oak Central.

Tl,ree Ri,•erway, by S. I. Morris, for 10h11
Ha11se11, Investment Builder.
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ercd protrusions yielding some 20 corner
offices on upper floors. "They market
like hotcakes," Aubry says.
Such structural devices cause a higher
skin-to-floor area ratio and generally a
five to ten percent premium in construction cost, which is more than offset by
increased marketability and higher rental
rates. (Location is of course another significant rate factor, the downtown persquare-foot range being about $11-$17,
the West Loop range about $11-$13.50
and further out about $9-$11 .) In addition, structural variations on the energyinefficient glass box often reduce energy
loads, since the variations can be designed
in consideration of sun angles and shading.
On the whole, life within these dramatic new buildings seems to be a significant improvement over life within
the box. Bill Burwell of Kinetic Systems,
who has done space planning within several of the "new skyscrapers," maintains
that the unusual forms have generated
completely new attitudes among corporate tenants. "Formerly, most corporations would oppose an angular or unusual plan within a rectangular building,
opting instead for an arrangement of
shcetrock boxes," he says. "But now that
a lot of the buildings have unusual exterior shapes, tenants are much more agreeable to open planning that optimizes
appreciation of the structure and the
views it creates. And they are more
receptive to angular or curved walls and
anything that creates visual interest or a
distinctive image. Once in their new setting, they find it enjoyable. They like
coming to work."
As for the anticipated space-planning
headaches caused by awkwardly-dimensioned spaces, Burwell says that, for him,
the pains have not materialized. Instead,
he says the challenges involved in working within unusual spaces make such
assignments all the more interesting and
enjoyable, partly because the potential
for drama is much higher than that afforded by the box.

velopers is to bring in a big name- a
Pei or a Johnson- for whatever extra
mileage the name is worth. A big-league
exception is developer John Hansen, who
has utilized the local firm S. I. Morris
Associates both for Allied Chemical and
Three Riverway, maintaining there is
plenty of design talent in Houston and
that knowing the architect is important.
"We had a day-to-day worki ng relationship in which we could sit down with the
general contractor and shout at each
other and work together toward a solution," Hansen says. "And I think that
relationship was more important than to
assume you needed to go out and recruit
one of the national greats."
Whether the architect is local or imported, the ultimate success of the building-both financially and aestheticallydepends a great deal upon the developer.
In addition to the sheer wizardry necessary to consummate the financial package, the developer must exercise the
ability to control costs, to know what
materials to buy when and in what volume. To make the numbers work, he
must position the building at the right
level within the market and get it leased
quickly. He must understand and insist
upon certain trade-offs between economics and aesthetics, while simultaneously
demanding design excellence and creativity. And, to produce that audacious
breed of speculative building now cropping up all over H ouston, he needs to
possess a certain daring and intrepidity.
But, perhaps most important of all, he
must be convinced that design can make
a difference in the way people live. As
Eugene Aubry expresses it, "H e needs
to be a guy with some taste who sorta
gives a damn about the world."

Prestige Architect
Aside from capitalizing on exciting
shape and higher overall quality, developers of Houston's "image" buildings are
drawing with increasing frequency on an
additional clement of prestige-the reputation of the architect. Although it is
commonly known that the local collaborating firm usually deserves most of
the credit for producing a building that
works, the trend among the larger de41

Houston in All Candor

Is There Life After Modernism?

By Clovis Heimsath, FAIA

Calling a Spade a Spade
Affluence has been a disappointment,
and nowhere is this more ap paren t than
in Houston, T exas. Just ask an yone and
he will tell you he came to Houston to
succeed. And success seems relatively assured in this most dynamic boom city in
the United S ta tes. As Houston g rows,
success then is for the many, a fulfillment
of the American dream of prosperity for
the many, not the few.
Here's the rub. Architects, while affirming this extraordinary and commendable trend toward affluence, seldom recognize the revolution such affluence
causes in the built enviro nment. H istorically, all our city models were built
in another time of expectation when it
seemed ordained that only the few would
have significant affluence. The many
would live frugal lives, if not lives of
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poverty. As Americans, however, we
have been conditioned to accept mass
affluence as the expectation of all. We
accep t it without reservation, seldom if
ever questioning the cities mass affluence
produces.
Post-modern architecture questions the
cities affluence produces. Psychologists
can struggle with the emotional and institutional problems of mass afflue nceproblems that relate to urban crime, high
incidence of divorce, the rootlessness of
mobility. But as architects, we must
struggle wi th the cities themselves, and
Houston is a flagship example.
Simply stated, Houston is developed
by uncontrolled business interests which
ret urn little or nothing to the commonweal. P hiladelphia today is linking its
historic center with parks. San Antonio
today is de velo ping a recreational and
tourist center a long its river. H ouston

today is building competing closed economic environments such as the Galleria,
the Domed S tadium, Greenway Plaza,
the underground malls downtown, and
lesser centers like the Sharpstown Center,
G ul f way Center a nd the new, uncontrolled, rapid development around the
Intercont inental Airport.
The Modern Movement so effectively
discred ited grandiose city schemes (such
a part of late 19th century Europe and
America) that Houston began pristine in
its naivete. Arr iving in Houston 17 years
ago to teach at Rice and start a practice,
I was impressed with the spatial quality
at Rice University, a carry-over from
19th century planning, the renecting
pond in front of the City Hall, also a
carry-over, a nd the structu re and graciousness of River Oaks planning. Linking
th~ country club and high school at
eithe r end of River Oaks Boulevard
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FACING PAGE: The "ordered space at Rice University" as perceived from the central quadrangle facing Lovett Hall (Cram,
Goodhue & Ferguson, 1910). A BOVE: Houston City Hall, with its reflecting pool and mid-day visitors (Joseph Finger, 1939).
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seemed both architecturally dramatic
and sociologically camp.
In 1960, all arriving architects were
shown the campus at St. Thomas, designed by Philip Johnson as a rigid grid
cutting through the ambiguities of a
modest residential community. Johnson
conceived of a campus as a mix of new
buildings and renovated homes. Knowing
that St. Thomas had modest funds, he
designed a few axial mall buildings and
they in turn were to give structure to a
hodgepodge of surrounding homes renovated into classrooms. Perhaps this is
giving too much credit to Johnson; perhaps he was accepting the homes only
because he had to. Had St. Thomas been
wealthy, he might have proudly leveled
all the small homes and recreated a Bauhaus ordering of endless ho-hum sameness, like the Johnson Space Center. But
St. Thomas was mercifully poor and the
effect of the combined new and renovated buildings is startling; the campus
merges with the surrounding community.
A few years ago a street was closed and
the whole axis enhanced, but the liveliness of the campus (a proper setting for
the Rothko Chapel) maintains.
From a Post-modern eye, Houston has
done little in 17 years to equal River
Oaks. the reflecting pool at the City Hall,
the ordered space at Rice University or
the community liveliness of St. Thomas.
Houston is filling up with affluent citizens at the rate of 30 or 40 thousand a
year-the equivalent of another mediumsize American city. As a Post-modern
architect, l simply ask where are these
city centers? Where are the community
spaces one would associate with a town
of 30,000? Where is the pomp and circumstance, if you will, associated with
living in a smaller Texas town such as
Waco, or Kerrville, or New Braunfels,
or Victoria?
There arc few new centers. There is
little additional sense of community.
Little or nothing has been given back
to the commonweal. We argue at length
about the Metropolitan Transit Authority, the MT A, and seldom mention the
primary fact- that centers in Houston
arc extremely ambiguous and therefore
linking them with rapid transit is equally
ambiguous.
The Modern architect has been a developer's delight. The Modern Movement
founded in rationalism honestly believed
a new tomorrow was arriving and the
expression of industrialization affirmed
that new tomorrow. Gesture in architecture was summarily ridiculed and put
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aside. Not only was God dead, breaking
the awesome spiritual direction of the
West, but man was dead, setting aside the
glorious vocabulary of Renaissance
spaces, forms and public majesty. But
somehow the new tomorrow never came.
l nstcad we found the old tomorrow
clogged by too many people, too many
cars and things and relatively less and
less structure to give them meaning.
A Post-modern view of Houston decries the lack of public place, of public
scale, of public aspiration. A P ost-modern view returns to the great expectations
of our history and wonders why these
bold concepts of space, form and gesture
must be in conflict with industrial process.
Two myths sum up our spiritual and
emotional dilemma. In P inocchio, all the
young boys later to be turned to donkeys
crossed the river to a playland of servitude. Only as they grew long ears was the
change in them made apparent. The
moral of Pinocchio becomes clearer
every day. By grasping for pleasure they
were manipulated into the servitude of
donkeys. By grasping for affluence in
Houston, the successful newly arrived
citizen is given an environment of sham.
It takes time and cultural roots to develop real community. The pressure to
build for mass affluence produces a
series of s ham environments. The newly
arrived seeker in Houston reaches out for
the full life he supposes success will
bring. Instead, he becomes increasingly
aware of the donkey ears as he sits in
traffic jams, waits in line at supermarkets, dashes across streets from his apartment to franchise restaurants with names
like "Baby Jane's" and plans his get-away
in a European vacation.
The second myth is the myth of the
child and the naked king. No one would
tell the king he was naked, since all were
so well-trained. But the child had not
heard that all should overlook this royal
anomaly and blurted out a fact that no
one wanted to admit. In my opinion, we
in th:: architectural profession are loath
to speak out and to wonder why so
much can be built so quickly and result
in such a disappointment.
T he fact is that a/fl11ence is a disappointment. We have not learned to design
for mass afflue nce. Our social structures
and our physical models break down
when everyone has a car, when every
house must be private, when every part
of the city is everyone's domain.
So much for the overview. Ts there life
after Modernism? Of course.

Calling a Spade
a Beautiful Butterfly
Houston has a whale of a future after
Modernism, after unbridled affluence.
I have no doubt that in the next decade
we will be moving rapidly to claim the
grandeur a city like Houston deserves.
While historians will see the early years
of the 20th century as a bad period in
which to bui ld cities, I optimistically
maintain that the next decade will be an
increasingly grand time to build cities.
And the change is coming more rapidly
than we realize. The generation that
reached out to tell us about Vietnam and
racial inequities is coming of age. Simultaneously, we are accepting the truth of
cnc(gy.
Post-modernism today is summed up
in two major new concerns: defining of
community and the restoration of buildings.
Take community first. Houston has
much to build on. Fortunately, there
were a surprising number of incorporated villages in the early years of Houston's development. In addition, the earliest subdivisions can be reclaimed and
redefined; Montrose is well underway
and the Heights Boulevard area is close
behind. Young people today, far less
concerned about the color of their neighbors. and more aware of the value-economic and otherwise- of older neighborhoods, are increasingly strengthening
these centers by moving back into the
structured city.
As for restoration, consider the last
five years and notice how acceptable it
has become. Restoration has shifted from
the province of architectural "old fuddyduddies" to PA Design A ward Winners.
Without mouthing the words which
would explicitly affirm gesture in building. architects have been able to snuggle
up to an architecture with just such
gesture.
Let's look at progress in Houston.
Gulf Oil removed its million dollar revolving sign which for many introduced
Houston as "Gu lf" for years. The First
City National Bank renovated its magnificent richly decorated lobby and broadly publicized it as one might a new structure. A series of old gracious homes in
the Montrose area is being revised by
families. In marginal areas, decorative
old apartment buildings arc becoming
offices, allowing a rich setting for business instead of the endless sameness of
most of Houston.
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ABOVE: Philip Jolt11so11's plan
for St. Thomas University
utilizes existing neighborhood
residences in conjunction with
a rigid grid of new buildings.

Author's 01·erlay
build.

011

Houston area map illmtrates the fabric of co1111111111ities 011 which greater Houston

COIi
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When the lights went on again in
Courtland Place, when white families
began to return to the Riverside area of
Houston, reversing the process of blockbusting, when Montrose could begin
building townhouses actually in the town,
and when Mecom built his fountain by
The Warwick, I knew the tide of
Modernism had changed.
Developers will continue to build their
sham communities, but architects will become increasingly defensive about them.
Someday we will appreciate the extraordinary adventure of The Woodlands.
but not until its rival along 1960 has
grown to maturity and become as
tawdry as possible.
It was the American Institute of
Architects that made a strong Post-modern statement a number of years ago,
when it instigated "Blueprints for the
Future." Architects volunteered their
time to show the city what planning
could bring. I confidently predict that a
Post-modern world is already arriving.
r won't be surprised to find developers
and civic leaders proposing axes and
vistas and buildings of stature and gesture. I won't be surprised when we return
to the aspirations we admire in the history of architecture and superimpose
these aspirations on the industrial process.

Entrance to Courtland Place.

Mecom's Warwick and fountain.

Postscript:

The author's re1101•atcd mercantile building 011 the Fayetteville Square.

Fayetteville Courthouse.
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Firemen's Feast community gathering.

The challenge in Houston as we approach the 2 1st century is how to build
for affluence. As a flagship city, it becomes a beacon which many will follow:
the profession of architecture has an uncharted challenge.
My wife and r faced this challenge in
an unconventional way, in-we feela Post-modern way. After 17 yea rs
pioneering the redevelopmen t of the
Montrose area near downtown H ouston,
Maryann and I moved the family and
office to Fayetteville. a Czech-German
community between Houston and Austin,
unchanged in I 00 years, where community is exquisitely intact. and where it
can be experienced and learned.
As a family, we live on and maintain
a working farm, unairconditioned and
as intact as it was under the Zapalac
tutelage from whom we bought it. As an
office, we practice in a renovated mercantile building on the square, with 14foot ceilings and a country hotel above,
and in a liturgical workshop in a second
building. also on the square. The children
attend the small school, big on basics,
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250 strong, counting kinderga rten
through 12th grade. We worship at a
church and can walk to it Sundays, as
does a great percentage o f the town. We
helped rcins tilute the Chamber of Commerce, which holds a Harvest Feast each
fa ll, wi t h the town turning out to make
bingo a n<l barbecue and a country auction come alive on the city square, with
booths set up under the trees and a band
playing in the bandstand.
Living in Montrose, we discovered and
hel ped strengthen an urban community,
but the variables were many and it was
seldom clear whic h variables came from
t he pressure of surrounding a reas, and
which came from the communi ty itself.
In a scicnli fic sense (there's no thing
scientific, of course, a bout living in
Fayetteville) we have limited the variables and can d iscern the fab ric of a
healthy community unencumbered.
!l's a behavioral approach lo architect ure, a participating ap proach andwe th ink-a Post-modern approach. We
have learned, for example, that the
square is extremely important to the
sense of commu nity. We hope Houston
will build some. We have fo und that a
small school is better cquipp:::d to support
community than a large one. We hope
Houston will decentralize. F aye tteville is
Pos t-modern by being Pre-modern. The
homes are built for cross-ventilation.
The re arc no huilding setbacks, so the
gardens come to the street and a large
percentage of home prod uce is grown
outside the door. There is a pedestrian
scale to the town; the homes and bus inesses m ix. Wha l we are affirm ing is the
quality of life community b ri ngs. In the
yea rs to come. we hope to bring some of
this sense of community back to Housto n as new areas are charted and old
areas reclaimed.
In F ayetteville we have found important lessons for Houston s truggling with
growth at affl uent speed. Community
must blossom forth as an en tity. Architectu re must help the communi ty find and
ex press itself. Public spaces m ust be just
that-public, not enclosed spaces surrounded by cont rolled shopping. The re
must be scale- pedestrian scale, family
scale, child ren scale.
T he adventure begins as a struggle to
find the way to bui ld for the many. not
fo r the few. It will be an adventure very
much a part of Houston and very much
a pa rt o f our profession in the next
decades.
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INNER CITY VITALITY-LEFT:
Model of Parker Estate speculative
condominium project, designed by Wm.
T. Cannady & Associates for a 6.67acre unde1·eloped site adjacent to downtown and near the Fourth Ward.
BELOW: Model of Taft Architects'
Downtown YWCA, designed for a site
overlooking Spotts Park, a neighborhood recrea1io11 area which is part of
Houston's greenbe/1way system. The
facilily consists of pool, m11/ti-1mrpose,
day-care and support and office spaces.

ABOVE: A new church for the Woodlands communityLord of Life Lutheran, designed by Clovis Heimsath Associates, which also designed and produced cross, fountain,
ceramic fixtures, custom furniture and the yet-to-be placed
stained glass window, 24 feet in diameter. LEFT: Cross
defines deliberate axis between church and nearby school.

Heimsath, a Texas A rchitect co111rib11ti11g editor, is the
author of Pioneer Texas Buildings-A Geometry Lesson
(Unfrersity of Texas Press) and Behavioral ArchitectureTowa rds an Accountable Design Process (McGraw-Hill).
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Rediscovering John Staub

The Great Eclectic of Houston 's Elite
Jolin F. Staub

By Howard Barnstone, F AIA
Photography by Rick Gardner

li DITOR'S NOTE: The allf/Jor's recently
published book (The Architecture of John F.
Staub, The Unfrersity of Texas Press, Austin, and T/Je M11se11111 of Fine Arts, Houston,
1979, 356 pp., $35) /Jas precipitated a new
interest in t/Je work of Jol,11 F. Staub, who
for fi,·e decades designed houses for the
elite of Houston and the South. T/Je following article i.v <Ill adaptation of Bamstone's
original draft introduction to the book,
w/Jich was eventually expanded into an
annotated preface and introduction with the
assistance of David Courtwright, Jerome
Iowa and Stephen Fox.

John Staub is one of the last of the
great eclectic architects. But, because of
Staub's time, it is not surprising that even
with so abundant and fine a body of
work, he has received little attention
from writers on a rchitecture. Years ago.
some of his houses were published in
professional journals, always with appreciative commentary. But otherwise
he has been overlooked and ignored by
architectural history.
The Modern movement. explains this:
a lmost no 20th century American
eclectic architect has been studied for
four decades. The last of the sumptuous
monographs dealing with period revival
architecture date from the early I 940s,
with the exception of four books, Two
Chicago Architects and their Clients
( 1969), David Adler (1970), Architecture of Neel Reid in Georgia (l 973), and
George Howe; Toward a Modern American Architecture ( 1975).
How so? Starting in the !930s, the International Style took over. first in the
architectural schools in Cambridge, New
Haven, and Chicago, which came under
the total domination of the emigres from
Germany. The gospel according to Ludwig
Mies van der Rohe, Walter Gropius, and
Marcel Breuer snuffed out in the schools
the long tradition of designing in historic
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Ravenna, for Mr. and Mrs. Stephen P. Farish, Houston, /934. The subtlety witft which
c11n-ili11ear form and detail actil'{/te this space comtitutes a tour-de-force of design 1·irt11osity.
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House for Mr. and Mrs. James 0. Winston, Jr., Houston, 1938. G arden elevation.

Winston House entrance foyer. Admission to the house is transformed into a
wonderful event.
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styles, a tradi tion which in American
architectural practice had reached dizzying peaks offinesse by 1930.
By J 948, with the European stars in
charge of the seminal schools, the provincial schools were converting to the
new faith. The architectural press had
fallen into line about 1940, and few if
any eclectic structures appeared after that
date in the influential magazines which
remain the basic crib books for disseminating the last word on style.
All the while, quite different was the
affl uent public which could afford architect-designed homes, or even architectdesigned speculative houses. They cared
little or nothing for the press or the
young architectural school graduates.
The endless variety of styles displayed in
the-great town and country houses of
New York, Chicago and their suburbs
since the l 880s served and serve as a
continuing source for new generations of
upper and upper-middle income householders. Whereas the battle for Modern
architecture was won in commercial, institutional, even multi-family residential
work, in the single-family residence category, Modern has capitulated, and the
traditional ( or pscudotraditional) proliferates. True, in many cities a small intelligentsia-often very rich-has built historically important modern houses, some
quite early. But these often represent
high quality, little quantity, and huge
P.R.
A new interest in John Staub's work is
warranted, although he has not sought its
publication, content to let it speak for
itself. The stratagems of professional
publicity are d istasteful to him. He shuns
public notoriety. He has been able to
sustain this reticence because his commissions have come, unsolicited, from an
elite clientele centered in Houston.
Staub's roots stem from Charles F.
McKim and Stanford White, John Russell Pope, Charles A. Platt, Howard
Shaw, and William A. Delano and
Chester H . Aldrich. These were the great
architectural figures of the early 20th
century. Harrie T. Lindeberg, for whom
Staub worked after graduating from
M. I.T. in 1916, was the connection between these men and Staub. Lindeberg
spent the formative years of his career in
McKim's employ, developing under the
impact of an evolving eclectic tradition.
Like his master, Lindeberg practiced his
profession as an art. So too would his
student, John Staub.
Due in large part to the influence of
Lindebcrg, Platt, and Shaw (no less
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House for Mr. and Mrs. Dan J. Harrison, Sr., Houston, 1938. Entrance Elevation.

Harrison House garden elevMion.

Detail of caf)itol.
The roof and portiro of the 1/arri.wn House (abo1·e) were adopled
from Concord, a Creole plan1atio11 house outside Natchez, Mississippi. Staub's Wi11sto11 House (facing page), with its ltard-edge
geometry combined with classic detail, bespeaks a tradition in country
ho11.1·e design extending from the Ro111a11tic Rationalist architecture of
the early 19th century to such modem work as Philip Jo/111son's first
Boissonas llouse.

Rounded and depressed arclt forms articulate tlte remarkable proportions of the central !tall.
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than their contemporary, Frank Lloyd
Wright), the whole idea of "house"
changed as Staub started his practice. A
generation before, the ideal for the rich
had been the great "show place," domestic theaters for the dramatization of their
owners' vast wealth and power. With his
endless succession of castles, palaces and
chateaus designed for members of the
Vanderbilt family in the 188 Os and
1890s, Richard Morris Hunt exemplified
this tendency in American architecture.
But by the early I 920s, people tended
to reject that kind of house, even if it was
well within their means. This explains
why in Houston, with its legendary concentrations of personal wealth, one does
not find the palaces which had been common to the very rich in eastern communitics.•Staub built large houses to be sure,
and expensive ones, but they were very
different from the older "show places."
"I have always thought that the very
term 'show place.' which applied to large
country places when the demand for
them was at its height, foretold their ultimate decline and fall," wrote the critic
C. Matlack Price in a 1925 issue of the
House Beautiful. "Who wants to live in a
'show place'? Very few people today."
Staub's vision of what a house should
be comprehended that there were far
more engaging qualities in architecture
than grandeur and formality. He showed
that a house was at its best when it
looked as though it were meant to be
lived in. Wilson Eyre, the great Philadelphia architect, had been expressing the
same idea in his work, but much of it
House for Mr. and Mn. Rudolph C. Ku/dell, Houston, 1928. Ornament i11 a
variety of materials animates fa,·ade without disrupting compositional clarity.

Port~ OOCh&re

Cochran House, first -floor plan. To capture the prel'Oili11g breeze,
Staub :;ta,:gered the 111assi11g, gi,•ing pri11<'ipa/ livi11g and bed rooms
access to the south and east, and locating the principal entrance 011
the side of the house.
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House for Mr. (111d Mrs. William S. Cochra11, Houston, 1925.
Ro111(1nesque portal set within the outline of a 17th century New
England house.
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came before the time was ready. Staub's
early work was more nearly synchronous
wilh a real change in general taste.
John Slaub was a creative architect.
The styl~s of the past served only as a
basis for design. Staub copied for aulhenlicity; he rarely copied specific structures. Often combining the essence of
many periods and styles, sometimes adding a-historic elements, he produced a
unique Staub original that expressed a
heightened stylistic expression-more
than merely a refl ection of the original
source of inspiration.
The exteriors of Staub's houses exh ibit
a certain provincial class. Though derived
from historic styles, their genius lies
mostly in the orchestration of the plan.
In this respect, Staub's sensibility was
fun damenlally d ifferent from architectural preoccupations of the moment. Unlike the schemes of the New York Five,
whose plans are tortured and worked for
exterior preconceptions, o r lhe overintellectualized mannerism of Robert
Venturi, is the ambience of a Staub
house. One moves with sublime grace
from a handsomely proportioned entry
to a still more quietly refined living room
or library. The still photograph hardly suggests this ambulatory aspect-only
a visit to one of the houses conveys an
experience of the divine float. Staub's
exceptional laste and d iscrimination in
planning and in the use of detail draw
his houses together into a single totality.
He was a complete architect, often planning the decoration and furnishing of
interiors to establish a compelling sense
of unity and grace.
ln his lifet ime. Slaub has achieved
personal admiration. His peers know him
as one of the most gifted of American
eclectic architects, and Slaub's houses
enjoy more than a local reputation. The
original owners of the houses he designed cherish them; new owners maintain them with equal pride. Designing in
any given manner demands talentmaybe genius-taste, and great style.
John Staub had all of these.

House for Mr. and Mrs. William J. Crabb, Houston, 1935. Slrangely compelling image
evokes a North African garden on the rim of some Spanish world.

•

House for Mr. and Mrs. David D. Bruton, Hous/011, 1933. Four slender cltimney stacks
i·erlically co111ain Lite house's ltorizontal expanse.

Uv,ng room

l.Jll<ary

Howard Bamstone,
FA/A , whose own
architecture has received widespread
recognition, studied
at Yale and began
practicing in Houston
in 1948. He Leaches
at the University of
Houston College of Archilecture and is the
author of The Galveston that Was.
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Bruton l/ouse, first-floor plan. When a house site fell on the south side of
the street, the main rooms were oriented toward a pri1·ate rear garden while
sen·ices and circulation lined the 11orth-faci11g street elevation.
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Recollections:
Comments from
Colleagues of Staub
'It's Staub, isn't it?'
In 1958, Mies van der Rohe was commissioned by the Houston Museum of
Fine Arts to be the architect of its first
major addition (Cullinan Hall). On a trip
to Houston, Mies looked for a local architect to work as his associate on the

Museum addition.

project, and he asked architect Donald
Barthelme, F AIA, for suggestions.
Barthelme prepared a checklist of local
fi rms and, mindful of Mies' h igh standards, a set of qualifications. "Next day
at lunch," Barthelme says, "I gave a list
of 20 names to Mies. He looked over my
notes very carefully and then, raising his
head, he looked at me and said, 'It's
Staub, isn't it?' I nodded."
Three years as Staub's employee in the
late '30s gave Barthelme "a respect for
Staub that has kept growing for the 40
years since." Barthelme says he "admires
John Staub both as an architect and as a
gentleman in the profession. His fine
houses, their careful design, exquisite
taste and fine finishes throughout are
simply reflections of the man responsible.... He has made the word 'architect'
something in which we all can take a
good deal of pride."

A Summer Job
Hugo Neuhaus, Jr., has known Staub
since Neuhaus' childhood in the early
'20s, when New York arch itect Harrie
T. Lindeberg sent his young associate
John Staub to H ouston to supervise construction of several Lindeberg-designed
houses in Shadyside-one of which was
owned by Hugo Neuhaus, Sr. Staub and
his wife, Madeleine Delabarre Staub,
liked Houston so much they decided to
stay, Neuhaus says, to the lasting benefit
of city and state. "Houston and Texas
were blessed when this enormously talented and disciplined architect chose to
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make this city and state the home base
for his life's work."
In 1940, while a student at the Harvard Graduate School of Design, Neuhaus needed a summer job in an architect's office to fulfill a degree requirement. The only architect he knew in his
hometown of Houston was John Staub,
who took him on as a courier (any job
would do, Neuhaus says, as Jong as it was
in an architect's office.) Although his
contact with Staub as an "associate" that
summer was brief, Neuhaus says he came
away from there professionally inspired.
And while Neuhaus was to go on in his
career to embrace the International Style,
he continued to value Staub's impression
of his work.
"The authenticity and meticulous detailing of his residential architecture has
inspired more than one generation of architects," Neuhaus says, "contributing
immeasurably to the ambience of Houston ... . And although John's training
was in the traditional style of architecture, nothing has given me more pleasure
in my architectural career than his compliments on a modern building I've designed or a modern detail that has caught
his eye."

A Meeting on the Lawn
It was a Sunday morning in 1926 when
Houston architect Vance Phenix, then a
struggling neophyte, first met Mr. Staub,
"in a rather unorthodox manner," Phenix
says.
''I had seen photographs of some of his
published work, liked what I saw and
resolved to seek employment in his office. As I was driving toward his home,
I saw him working in his yard. I parked
and nervously approached to introduce
myself. He responded with a cordial
greeting and handshake which eased my
tension enough for me to relate my meager experience. He promised to call whenever he needed another draftsman. A few
weeks later he did call and offer me a
job. It was the beginning of 12 rewarding
years of experience in John Staub's office." Phenix says his office was never
very large in number of employees, which
enabled Staub to keep in close touch with
the development of projects, "resulting
in a uniformly high quality of work."
"I remember him as a friend, employer
and mentor," Phenix says, "and as a
gentleman of the highest integrity and
ethical conduct- a credit to the architectural profession."

A Perfectionist
Working as a draftsman for Staub soon
after a sojourn in Europe as a Rice Travelling Scholar, Milton McGinty, FAIA,
learned that Staub was a perfectionist,
and that he wasn't afraid to entrust design responsibility to an intern.
"He was willing for me to exercise my
design ability on the French Palace project," McGinty says, "to the extent that
everything I had learned in France pertaining to such a project could be tried."

As a result of that opportunity, McGinty says, "and of having observed and
admired him as a colleague over a period
of 50 years, I owe to him, in large measure, my sensitivity to refinement and
authenticity in traditional architecture."

Reasons for the Choice
"When he is not vigorously dancing
away all evidence of his 86 years," says
Anderson Todd, FAIA, Wortham Professor of Architecture at Rice, "John
Staub may be found surrounded by three
generations of admiring clients in one of
the many handsome spaces he's designed
-all with impeccable taste, an unerring
sense of proportion, and a matchless eye
for color and materials."
A lso recalling Mies van der Rohe's
selection of Staub for the Museum of
Fine Arts addition, Todd says Mies gave
the building committee the following reasons for his choice: "Here is an architect
who clearly felt the need for beautiful
and generous spaces, who fully understood the expressive possibilities for rich
materials, and who, because he was an
eclectic architect, would respect the work
of another architect."

''' fl ou.w: for Mr. and Mrs. J. R oher/ N eal,
H ous/011, 193 I. Neal informed Staub that
lie wanted a "pure Louis Quin ze" house.
A 11d he got it.

Texas Architect

an announcement

Robert E. McKee, Inc., announces the opening
of a new office in Houston, Texas, to support our
growing activities in the surrounding area.
To be managed by Mr. Russell Mai, this office
wil l improve our service to clients in Houston and
wil l augment the operations of our offices in
El Paso, Dallas and Los Angeles.
Sixty-five years of successfu l operations have
given us the experiential knowledge required to
manage projects covering a broad range of size
and type. We hope to present our credentials to
you for commercial, industri al and institutional
construction in the near future.
If we can be of service please contact us at,
7575 San Felipe, Suite 327, telephone
713/782-9044.

M~KEE

CON8 TRVCTION REA~ C8TATr

Clfcle 28 on Reader Inquiry Card

Cameron Iron Works

Symbolic as Well as All-Encompassing

Gro1111d fluor pla11.
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When Cameron Iron Works, lnc., a
Houston-based multinational supplier of
petroleum d rilling and production systems, decided it needed to consolidate its
various corporate functions under one
roof. the company wanted a new headq uarters building that would be symbolic
as well as all-encompassing. Founded in
1920 as a small iron manufacturing and
repair company employing a total of five
people, Cameron had grown over the
years to employ more than 8,000 people
in 75 locations the world over. Jts new
headq uarte rs would have to impart the
strong corporate image such growth had
created wh ile responding to the more
practical concerns of the day as wellenergy conservation, ·flex ibility of space,

the need for a stimulating wo rking environment.
To symbolize the company's size and
scope of operations, architects of Houston-based 3D/ International came up with
a seven-story atrium design visually linking the seven floors o( the building and
admitting natural light into the interior,
wit h balconies on each floor affording
views of the atrium. In addition, the
atrium serves to separate interior "core
areas" (elevators, stairs, mechanical
rooms and restrooms) from large, openoffice areas, 70-foot by 360-foot spaces
interrupted only by a single row of columns. Open-landscape furniture systems
are used on most of the seven fl oors-all
of which comprise the total 240,000-

Texas Architect

Patsy Swank
Dallas
Honorary Membership
Dallas journalist
Pa tsy Swank is a
past winner in TSA's
Flowers A ward competition, a program
which recognizes
excellence in architectural reporting
and criticism. Because of her previously distinguished accomplishments, Swank's H onorary Membership "seeks additionally to commend
and acknowledge her incisive written and
visual co mmenta ry which continues to
enlighten the Texas citizenry concerning
art and architecture."
T he attention Swank has given to the
welfare of the community is reflected in
her a rticles wri tten for numerous newspapus and magazines, having served as
assista nt to the amusements editor of the
Dallas Morning News for six years, the
regional editor of Living for young homemakers for four years and as a regional
correspondent for T ime, Jnc., for I 0
years.
As a charter member of the KE RA-TV
newsroom staff, Swank has been active
since 1970 in reporting developments and
events relati ng to the arts and the environ ment and since March 1978 has
produced a series of weekly television
programs entitled "Swank In The Arts."

Billboards, Limited!
Houston
Citation of Honor

BILLBOARDS
LIMITED!
Billboards, Limited! receives a Citation
of Honor in recognition of its efforts to
establish "statewide outdoor advertising
regulations which have succeeded in pre,crving and improving the visual environment."
A no n-profit o rganization formed in
1967 to study the various problems of
vi\ual poll ution along city streets and
state highways, Billboards, Limited! has
become almost the only organized effort
111 Texas to concern itself specifically with
the problems of visual pollution and its
l'ffects on the built environment.

November/ December 1979

T he formation of Bill boards, Limited!
came in response to a specific proposal
of "Blueprints for the Future," a prog ram
sponsored by TSA's H o uston chapter to
suggest ways in which the envi ronmental
quality and liveability of Houston could
be improved.
Since that time, Billboards, Limited!
also has been involved in the successful
programs of the federal and state highway beautification campaigns, addressing
the problems of sign control on both
national and state levels. (See Texas
A rchitect, Sept. /Oct. 1979.)

Harris County Heritage Society
Houston
Citation of Honor
The H arris County Heritage Society
is cited for its "powerful influence and
daily contributions
to preserving and
promoting the historic aspects of the
built environment."
The Society,
which last year celebrated its 25th anniversary, operates five
restored houses, a small c hurch and a row
of recons tructed mid-19th century shops
as living museums, all of which arc located in the shadows of Houston's downtown sk yscra pers in Sam Houston Park.
In addition to maintaining these buildings, the H arris County Heritage Society
sponsors a variety of public education
programs, ranging from lecture series to
craft classes. Featured this year was a
major inner-city tour of possible preservation areas to increase awareness of the
potential available for adaptive reuse
withi n Houston's Loop 610.

downtown revitalization program called
El Corrido r, designed to improve apedestrian path connecting the new Civic
Center with San Jacinto Plaza and Transit Terminal. (See Texas Architect,
Sept./Oct.1977).
Instrumental in obtaining funds for the
project, Henderson engineered a joint
public-private financial partnership, a
revolutionary concept for property owners in downtown El Paso. Eventually,
Henderson urged the c ity staff to prepare
a grant applicatio n for $2,575,000 from
the U.S. Economic Development Administration (EDA). In Janua ry 1977, the
EDA selected El Corrido r as the highest
priority of e ight applications submitted
and fu lly fun ded the project.
Henderson remains active in the El
Paso community as a member of the
Chamber of Commerce, the E l Paso
Estate Planning Council and as a board
member of the Arthritis Foundation and
the El Paso Public Broadcasting Council.

Historic Preservation League
Dallas
Citation of Honor

t--------'

Donald S. Henderson
El Paso
Citation of Honor
D onald S. H enderson, mayor of El
Paso from 1975 to
1977, is recognized
for his "daring leadership . . . in support
of El Corridor, a
project which
brought new life
into downtown El Paso."
One year in to his term as mayor, in
1976, Henderson directed the El Paso
City Council as it embarked upon a

The Historic Preservation League in
Dallas has been named a recipient of a
Citation of Honor for "succeeding
through its programs to preserve historic
land marks in Dallas and informing the
community of these vi tal historic undertakings."
Organized in 1972 by a group of Swiss
A venue neighbors who recognized the
need to protect the historic Swiss A venue
area, the Historic Preservation League
has since grown into Dallas' leading preservation organization and now concentrates its efforts on a variety of city-wide
projects involving endangered historic
buildings.
Among the programs in which the
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TSA Honor A wards and Flowers A wards 1979

Recognizing Concern for Environmental Quality as its Own Reward

Concern for the quality of /ife is inherent in the everyday thoughts and
activities of architects as shapers of the
built environment. And in Texas, where
that environment is relatively young and
dynamic, an awareness of the quality /ife
as an achievable goal is growing in the
public as well as the professional consciousness. To recognize and guage that
developing concern, and to reaffirm its
own professional goals and commitments,
the Texas Society of Architects seeks to
recognize civic and professional efforts
which demonstrate a genuine and sensitive concern for environmental quality as
its own reward. So it is that, during its
annual meeting each year, TSA presents
Honorary Members/zip to individuals,
Citations of Honor to individuals and
organizations, and John G. Flowers Memorial A wards to journalists, in recognition of significant contribwions to the
quality of life in Texas and of excellence
in architectural reporting and criticism.
On the following pages are brief introductions to this year's honorees: 13 individual and institutional recipients of
TSA Honor Awards, selected by committee from chapter nominations across the
state, and four winners of the 1979 John
G . Flowers Memorial Award, chosen by
leading experts in various media.
T exas Architect commends the honorees for their exemplary accomplishments, which will be more formally cited
Nov. 2 during presentations at the annual
meeting awards luncheon at the Shamrock H ilton Hotel in Houston.
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Honor Awards
Orabel 'Pinkie' Foster Martin
San Antonio
Honorary Membership
Orabcl "Pinkie"
Foster Martin, a
past president of the
San Antonio Conservation Society
and currently a
volunteer lobbyist
for that organization, is awarded an
Honorary TSA Membership for her
·'countless contributions to historic preservation in and around San Antonio and
for her active participation in architectural legislation on all levels of government."
During the two years Pinkie Martin
served as president of the San Antonio
Conservation Society, she established a
Texas Historic Resources Fellowship
which is given annually through the Texas
Architectural Foundation. Following this
term as president, Mrs. Martin became
involved in organizing programs and legislation which have set the mood for adaptive reuse and preservation of San Antonio's historic architectural resources.
In addition, M rs. Martin has served as
chairwoman of "A Night in Old San
Antonio," as past president of the Texas
Historical Theatre Foundation and as a
member of the San Antonio Symphony's
board of directors. Currently, Mrs. Martin is a member of the open space
advisory committee for the A lamo Area
Council of Governments.

Walter P. Moore, Sr., P.E.
Houston
Honorary Membership
H ouston engineer
Walter P. Moore,
Sr., is cited for
the "constant creative association
which he and his
fi rm have afforded
architects by actively collaborating in
the design process of the built environment."
A professional engineer who founded
his own Houston-based consulting firm in
193 I , Moore has gained the respect of
both the community and his colleagues
by serving as structural engineer on some
of Houston's most notable projects, including Rice University Stadium, the
Astrodome, the Jesse H. Jones Hall for
the Performing Arts, the Hyatt Regency
Hotel, 1100 Milam Building, One and
Two Houston Center, the Prudential
Building and F irst City Tower.
Moore, who was graduated from Rice
University with a bachelor's degree in
civil engineering conferred with distinction, spent his first four years out of
college with another consulting firm before founding his own, which today has
a staff of 115 and specializes in structural, civil and traffic engineering and
land-planning.
One of the first registered professional
engineers in Texas, Moore also is registered in nine other states and in 1974 was
awarded the Engineer of the Year Award
by the San Jacinto chapter of the Texas
Society of Professional Engineers. In 1976
he was selected as an Outstanding Engineering Alumnus of Rice University.

Texas A rchitect

Patsy Swank
Dallas
Honorary Membership
Dallas journalist
Patsy Swank is a
past winner in TSA's
Flowers Award competitio n, a program
which recognizes
excellence in architectural reporting
and criticism. Because of her previously distingu ished accomplishments, Swank's Honora ry Membership ··seeks add itionally to commend
and acknowledge her incisive written and
vis ual commentary which continues to
enlighten the Texas citizenry concerning
art and architecture."
The attention Swank has given lo the
wclforc of the community is reflected in
he r articles wrillcn for nume rous newspap-!rs and magazines, having served as
assistant lo the amusements editor of the
Dallas Moming News for six years, the
regional editor of LivinR for young homemakers for four years and as a regio nal
corresponden t for Time, Inc., for 10
yea rs.
As a charter memher of the KERA-TV
ne wsroom staff, Swank has been active
since 1970 in reporting developments and
events rela ting to the arts a nd the enviro nment and since March 1978 has
produced a series of weekly television
programs entitled "Swank In The Arts."

Billboards, Limited!
Houston
Citation of Honor

BILLBOARDS
LIMITED!
Billboards, Limited! receives a Citation
of Honor in recognition of its efforts to
establish ··statewide outdoor adve rtising
regulations which have succeeded in preserving a nd improving the visual environment."
A non- profit organization formed in
1967 to stud y the vario us problems of
vis ual pollution along city streets and
state highways, Billboards, Limited ! has
become almost the only organized effort
in Texas to concern itself specifically with
the problems of visual pollution and its
effects on the built environment.
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The formation of Billboards, Limited!
came in response lo a specific proposal
of '" Blueprints for the Future," a program
sponsored by T SA's Houston chapter to
suggest ways in which the environmental
quality and liveabi lity of H o uston cou ld
be improved.
Since that time, Bill boards, Limited!
also has been involved in the successfu l
programs o( the federal and state highway beautification campaigns, addressing
the problems of sign control on both
national and state levels. (Sec Texas
Architect, Sept. /Oc t. 1979.)

Harris County Heritage Society
Houston
Citation of Honor
The Harris County H e ritage Society
is cited for its "powerful influence a nd
daily contri butions
to preserving and
promoting the historic aspects of the
built environment."
The Society,
' - - - - - - - - ' which last year celebrated its 25th anniversary, operates five
restored houses, a small churc h and a row
of reconstructed mid-19th century shops
as living museums, all of which arc located in the shadows of Ho uston's downtown skyscrapers in Sam Houston Park.
In addition to maintaining these buildings, the Harris County H eritage Society
spo nsors a variety of public education
programs, ranging from lecture series to
c raft classes. Featured this year was a
major inner-city tou r of possible preservation areas to increase awareness of the
potential available for adaptive reuse
within Houston's Loop 610.

Donald S. Henderson
El Paso
Citation of Honor
D onald S. Henderson, mayor of El
Paso from 197 5 to
1977, is recognized
for his "daring leadership ... in support
of El Corridor, a
project which
brought new life
into downtown El Paso."
One year in to his term as mayor, in
1976, Henderson directed the El Paso
C ity Council as it embarked upon a

downtown revitalization program called
E l Corridor, designed to improve a pedest rian path connecting the new Civic
Center with San Jacinto Plaza and Trans it Terminal. (See Texas Architect,
Sept./Oct. 1977).
Instrumental in obta ining funds for the
project, He nderson engineered a joint
publ ic-pri vate financial partnership, a
revolutionary concept for property owners in downtown El Paso. Eventually,
Henderson urged the city staff to prepare
a grant application for $2,575,000 from
the U.S. Economic Development Administ ration (EDA). In January 1977, the
E DA selected E l Corridor as the highest
priority of eight a pplica tions submitted
and fully funded the project.
H enderson remai ns active in the E l
Paso community as a member of the
Chamber of Commerce, the El P aso
Estate Planning Council and as a board
mem ber of the Arthritis Foundation and
the El Paso Public Broadcasting Council.

Historic Preservation League
Dallas
Citation of Honor

The H istoric Preservation League in
Dallas has been named a recipient of a
Citation of Honor for "succeeding
th rough its programs to preserve historic
landmarks in Dallas and informing the
communi ty of these vital histo ric undertakings."
Organized in 1972 by a group of Swiss
A venue neighbors who recognized the
need to protect the historic Swiss A venue
area, the Historic Preservation League
has since grown into Dallas' leading preservation organization and now concentrates its efforts on a variety of city-wide
projects involving endangered histo ric
buildings.
Among the programs in which the
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League has been involved include the
preservation of both Trinity Methodist
Church and Munger Place and the public
awareness campaign which the League
launched in order to call attention to the
historical significance of the Magnolia
Oil Building (Mobil Building). The Historic Preservation League also has been
active in sponsoring landmark building
tours, inner-city to urs, restoration workshops and seminars, publications and the
nomination of Dallas' historic Wilson
Block for the National Register.

Las Colinas Corporation
Irving
Citation of Honor

The Las Colinas Corporation in Irving
is awarded a Citation of Honor as a result of the "insight which has been displayed in the conceptual planning and
achievement of the Las Colinas development with respect to the natural and built
environments."
This 6,000 acres of land just west of
Dallas represents a total commitment by
the Las Colinas Corporation to achieve
and maintain a high quality of life
through careful blending of architecture
and open space among single- and multifamily residences, office buildings, clubhouses, gardens, parks and restaurants.
Envisioned more than 15 years ago as
a "total Jiving environment," the Las
Colinas area today features some 3,450
acres used as (or dedicated for) a junior
college, a university, tennis clubs, gun
clubs, public and private country clubs,
lakes, greenways, bikeways, an equestrian
center, stables, polo field, and riding,
biking and pedestrian paths.
Architectural covenants and design
guidelines have insured high standards of
design, efficiency, economy and flexibility in these facilities, and reflected Las
Colinas Corporation's dedication to creating not a "first class" development but
a "superior class" development.
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Mr. and Mrs. George Mitchell
Houston
Citation of Honor
Mr. and M rs. George P . Mitchell are
awarded a Citation of Honor for their
"dedicated affirmations of art, architecture and historic preservation." As chairman and president of M itchell Energy &
Development Corporation in Houston,
George Mitchell's most significant involvement with architecture has been the
planning and development of The Woodlands, a 23,000-acre "new town" 25
miles north of Houston whose successfully planned environment has received
national acclaim.
Mitchell, a graduate of Texas A&M
University with a bachelor's degree in
petroleum engineering, first envisioned
this particular real estate project in the
late l 960s. Following the opening of The
Woodlands in late J 974, it attracted attention as the site of the Houston Open
Golf Tournament, the U.S. Professional
Doubles Tennis Championship, the AAU
diving meets and other prestigious sporting events.
Mitchell, a past member of the National Petroleum Council, has served
repeated terms as president and chairman
of the Texas Independent Producers &
Royalty Owners Association and in J977
was named by Texas A&M University as
a Distinguised Alumnus.

Cynthia Mitchell has been active in
coordinating various restoration projects,
and most recently has played an instrumental role in selecting and procuring
the T. Jeff League Building on The
Strand in Galveston.
Her educational background in art and
psychology has fueled her interests in art
and architecture; she was primarily responsible for selecting the period pieces
of artwork which have been placed in
the T. Jeff League Building's first floor
restaurant, the Wentletrap.

The Mitchell's interest in art and architecture also is reflected in the $ l 00,000
Mitchell Prize awards program which
they established in 1975 to encourage
research into the problems of urban
growth.

Ray Salazar
El Paso
Citation of Honor
Ray Salazar, El
Paso mayor from
1977 to 1979, also
receives a Citation
of Honor in recognition of his "daring
leadership" in the
El Corridor revitalization project in
downtown El Paso.
Succeeding Donald Henderson as E l
Paso mayor in 1977, Salazar p icked up
where Henderson left off in shepherding
the El Corridor project on through to
completion. The project had caused some
concern among downtown merchants,
whose businesses were being hampered
by torn-up sidewalks and construction
delays. Salazar set up an advisory committee for downtown merchants, hired a
construction manager to provide continuous liaison between the city and the
business community and, setting aside
partisan loyalties, worked closely with
former mayor Henderson to rally continued support for the project. This done,
work on El Corridor proceeded, bringing
a bright new face to the sidewalks and
streets of downtown El Paso and sparking new life into a somewhat lethargic
business environment.
Salazar also continues to be actively
involved in the El Paso community, serving as president of the Organization of
U.S. Border Cities and as a member of
the El Paso Metropolitan Criminal Justice Council, the Public Service Board
and the Economic Development Board.

Conrad True
San Antonio
Citation of Honor
Conrad True is
awarded a C itation
of Honor due to his
efforts in "areas of
architectural education, legislation and
historic preservation
on local, state and
federal levels."
II

Texas Architect

Currently the administrative director
of the San An tonio Conservation Society,
T rue has been instrumental in helping establish historic preservation organizations
throughou t Texas, and his involvement
in all face ts of architecture has had significan t impact on education and on
legislation concerning the environment
and historic preservation.
True repeatedly has proved to be an
important resource due to his involvement in the Economic Development Association, and has made himself available
on numerous occasions as a guest lecturer
and juror in association with programs
being sponsored by the U niversity of
Texas, T exas A&M U nive rsity, Rice University and the University of H ouston.
As a lobbyist, T rue has been instrumental in the passage of five federal
bills, including last year's Mission Parks
Bill and the 1978 Tax Act which gives a
ten per cent investment tax credit for the
reuse of historically significant buildings.
T rue is visibly active in the San Antonio community, serving as a member
of the San An tonio Arts Council Adviso ry Board, the Painting and Sculpture
Council and Fund D rive Committee of
the San An tonio M useum Association
and the San Antonio C hambe r of Commerce Task Force on the Missions of San
Antonio N ational Park. True also represented San Antonio by serving as a delegate to the National Trust for Historic
Preservation in Williamsburg, Va., this
past spring.

Rice Design Alliance
Houston
Special A ward
R

A

The Rice Design Alliance in H ouston
is named a recipient of one of the two
TSA Special A wa rds bestowed this year
in recognition of the encouragement
which it has supplied in "enlightening the
Houston community with rega rd to art,
architecture and environmental design."
fhe Rice Design A lliance continues to
exhibit its daily infl uence as an organization which was formed only six years ago
as a means of stimulating greater public
aware ness in these areas.
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Founded by the faculty and alumni of
the Rice School of Architecture, the
organization seeks to strengthen the ties
between the business community and
those trained in the various fields of
architecture through its programs held in
cooperation with the Museum of Fine
A rts, the Contemporary Arts Museum
and Sewall Art Gallery.
In recent years, these programs have
included lecture series, exhibitions, conferences, symposia, architectural tours
and special publications, all dealing in
some way with involving the general public in the improvement of the quality of
life in Houston and Harris County.

Center for Civic Leadership
University of Dallas
Special Award

The University of Dallas' Center For
Civic Leadership is named a recipient of
a TSA Special A ward in recognition of
"its ability to assemble an extraordinary
combination of resources in a community-oriented program which explores the
urban environment."
Addressing the imperatives of human
freedom in a society where people have
tended to lose any kind of personal group
contact, programs undertaken by the
Center fo r Civic Leadership have emphasized and nourished the quality of private
and public life wi thin D allas' urban environment, a philosophy around which
architecture indeed revolves.
These programs include a curriculum
for a master's degree in civic affairs,
civic internships, community education
courses, seminars, Goals for Dallas imp lementation, publications and special
projects.
These programs arc accomplished by
bringing together eminent practitioners
from the business sector of the Dallas
community, then combining them wi th
the University's resources of faculty and
literature. Programs have been enhanced
further by the participation of such wellregarded visitors as Christian NorbergSchulz, Edmund Bacon, Donald Appleyard and Robert Einsweiller.

Flowers A wards
EDITOR'S NOTE: T/re Jo/r11 C. Flower.v
Memorial A ward was established in 1968
following the death of former TSA Executive Director John G. Flowers. It is awarded
each year to ioumalists in the four media
,·a1e;::ories of newspaper, magazine, telerision and radio whose reporting best serves
as a means of "intensifying public demand
for a heller built environment."

Harold Scarlett
Houston
Newspaper Category
The winning
news paper entry in
this year's competition was a collection
of articles written by
H ouston Post environmental ed itor
Harold Scarlett
which illustrated the
Post's coverage of architectural developments during the past year.
Scarlett was cited by print media judge
Donald Canty, editor of the A/A Journal,
for his display of "clarity and force about
a wide range of architectural and environmental issues." Commenting further
on Scarlett's writing, Canty said "it is
heartening lo see a newspaper man of his
quality assigned to this beat."
Scarlett is a 1948 graduate of the University of Missouri School of Journalism.
H e took a master's degree from the
Columbia University School of Journalism in 1949 and also won a Pulitzer
Travelling Fellowship, which he used for
travel in Europe and subsequent work as
a civilian copy reader and copy desk
chief for the U.S. Army newspaper, The
Stars and Stripes, at Darmstadt, Germany. He has been a full-t ime environmental reporte r at the Post since 1970.

David Dillon
Dallas
Magazine Category
David D illon , an
associate editor of
D magazine and a
contributing editor
of Texas Homes
magazine-both
Dallas-based publications- placed fi rs t
in the magazine
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category for two articles he wrote which
appeared this year in Texas Homes.
Print judge Canty said that "David
Dillon's profil e of Howard Meyer is
gracefully written and displays a good
knowledge of architectural history. llis
artic.:lc on the Winston House goes beyond description to put it in the context
of the architecl's work and thought and
of currc11l design directions."
Dillon received his B.A. from Boston
College in 1963, his M.A. from Harvard
in 1965 and his Ph.D from Harvard in
1970. He was a T exaco Foundation
Fellow in I 963 and a Rotary International Pellow at the University of London
in 1965. From 1973 lo I 976, Dillon
worked as an assii.tant professor of
English al Southern Methodist University, receiving the Mortar Board Award
in 1973 for outstanding teaching.

Jane Horwitz
Dallas
Television Category
Jane Horwitz.
fine arts critic for
WFAA-TV in Dallas, took first place
honors in the television category for
four news segments
aired in Dallas
which dealt with a
wide variety of architectural and environmental topics.
Broadcast media judge Howard Falkenberg. senior vice president of the Austin-based advertising and public relations
firm Neal Speice Associates, cited Ms.
llorwitz's winning entry as "impressive
because of the range of subject matter
relating to the buill environment. The
entry consists of news reports which
covered not only restoration, renovation
and adaptive reuse, but also large-scale
commercial/ corporate architecture and
residential architecture."
Falkenberg also noted that while
"there were a number of excellent television entries, Ms. Horwitz best met the
test of 'overall impact' by providing excellent discussion of the role of architecture in the built environment."
Ms. Horwitz received a bachelor's degree in English from Stanford University
and completed her master's work at
Northwestern University in Evanston. Ill.
She joined WFAA-TV in 1975 after
working as a reporter-newscaster for
WTAX-WDBR Radio in Springfield, Ill.
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Dave O'Brien
Dallas
Radio Category
[n the radio category, KBOX News
Director Dave
O'Brien emerged as
the wi,rner for his
efforts in " Dallas
D ialogue," a documentary program he
produced which
took an in-depth look at architecture.
A 12-year veteran of K BOX Radio,
O'Brien drew praise from broadcast
judge Fnlkenberg for "thoroughly examining architectural developments of
the 1970s and anticipating directions of
architecture in the J 980s." The program.
which was developed around the comments and opinions of architectural deans
of three T exas universities, also was commended for its "serious nrchitcctural
criticism."
O'Brien attended Northern l llinois
University and Richmond College. He
has been news director at KBOX/KMEZ
for the past seven years and was named
operations manager for KM EZ in 1977.
O'Brien was the winner of a TSA
Flowers Award in 1977 for producing
and broadcasting a three-part special
series on subterranean housing, described
as "intriguing and professionally produced."

Tua., Architect

TSA Design Awards 1979

Twenty Winning Projects by 15 Individual Texas Firms or Joint Ventures

Twenty architect ural projects-16 in
one general category and four restorations-emerged as winners in this year's
r SA design awards competition, with
awards to be presented Nov. 2 during
rSA 's 40th Annual Meeting in Houston.
I he 20 winning projects represent the
work of some 15 firms or joint ventures
from Houston, D allas, San Antonio and
l\1idland.
In the general category, the winning
firms are:
Housto n
Ray B. Bailey Architects for the Peck
Beach House in Galveston and t he
Southampton Office Building in H ouston.
Kenneth Bentsen Associates for The
Summit in Houston (Lloyd, Jones &
Brewer. consulting architects) and a Universi ty of Houston classroom and office
hui lding.
William T. Cannady and Associates
for Lovett Square Townhouses in H ouston.
Caudill Rowlett Scott for the I ndiana
Bell 37X ESS Building in Columbus,
Ind.
S. I. Morris Associates for the Prudential Southwest Home Office Building
in Bellaire and the Alfred C. Glassel!. Jr.,
School of Ari in H ouston.
Skidmore Owings & Merrill for the
Central Trust Center in Cincinnati.
Anderson Todd. FATA. and William
r. Cannady, FAJA. for Sunset Terrace
lownhouses in Houston.
Urban Architecture for the T exas Interna tional Airlines Reservations Facility
in Hou~ton.
Dallas
Fisher & Spillman Architects for the
I me Arts Studio at the University of
Dallas.
Thompson/ Parkey Associates for the
retai l strip at 5441 Alpha Road in Dallas.
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Ped. he,wl, l,011.1e.

San Antonio
Ford, Powell & Carson, with Bartlett
Cocke & Associates, I nc .. for the new
campus at the University of Texas at San
Antonio.
Larry O'Neill & Andrew Perez, Architects, for the Don R. Mullins ranch
house near Houston.
Midland
Frank Welch Associates for the Hacienda Restaurant at Los Patios in San
Antonio.
Winning firms in the restoration category were: from Dallas, Thomas E.

Woodward & Associates for the Fort
Worth Livestock Exchange Building and
Wes t & Humphries Architects for the
Metropolitan Savings Tower in Dallas:
from Houston, S. I. Morris Associates
for the Julia ldeson Building in Houston; and from San Antonio, Ford, Powell
& Carson for the San Fernando Cathedral in San Antonio.
The awards jury, which met in Austin
Aug. 24-25, consisted of Bennie M . Gonzales, FA IA. Phoenix ; William C. Muc how, FAIA , Denver; and Walter
Nctsch, FAIA, Chicago.
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Lovett Square.

Classroom and office building.

So11tha111pto11 Office Building.

Alfred C . Glassell, Jr., School of Art .

J,rdia11a Bell 37X ESS Building.
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. I,ome office building.
Prudentials out/11vett
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Fort w orth Livestock
- E xcI1ange.

New campus
.
_______
::_•J,, U111versity
of T exas at san Antonio.

. ranch IIOI/Se.
Don R . M ullms
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Texas Architect

STILL PROVIDES
THIS IM.PORTANT
DESIGN TOOL
FOR ARCHITECTS

BUFF

CEMENT
CALL OR WRITE FOR DETAILS ON THIS AND OTHER TXI CEMENTS

TEXAS INDUSTRIES INC.
P.O. BOX 400 ARLINGTON, TEXAS ~6010
214/640-1700
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a'!e gas
mg gas.
,.

It's a fact. You save gas by using gas. And
the reason is simple.
Gas equipment and appliances use gas
directly. Electricity, on the other hand, must
be produced by some other form of
energy. In Texas, that other energy form is
usually natural gas. And a lot of the gas
energy is lost in the process of conversion.
When you use appliances designed for gas,
you get more for your energy doUar and
you use less gas because you are using it in
a direct manner.
In your kitchen, for example, your gas
range has an instant-on blue flame to
heat your food quickly and evenly. A
fast-recovery gas water heater gives you all
the hot water you need when you need it.
And gas heating provides gentle, controUed
heat for efficient institutional use.
New, energy-efficient gas appliances can
help you save. And sound conservation
practices with all forms of energy can
increase your savings even more.
Remember: when you save electricity, you
save gas. So, if you're planning on new
appliances or equipment, specify gas. The
more gas appliances you use, the more gas
you save, the more money you save on
your energy costs.

Entex
Lone Star Gas
Pioneer Natural Gas
Southern Union Gas
C,•cJe 30on Readet Inquiry Cara

French-Drown Distributors
6852 Twin Hills
Dallas, Texas 752.'.31
214/361-94.'.30

Gilson Floor Coverings, Inc.
1815 Stanford
Houston, Texas 77006
71.'.3/526-39.'.36

Du Dose Floors
905 Son Pedro
Son Antonio, Texas 78212
512/225-2844
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MEET YOUR TSA
INSURANCE TEAM-AA&C

Here's your AA&C team (I to r) Morton. Fortier. Sprang. Proffitt. Bartetzko.

w

*

Jeffs. Ferns. Wright. A Jeffs. Burton, Whittemore

We'll be in Texas to Serve All

TSA Me111bers and Their Employees
Effective August 1 the Texas Society of Architects group hie. ma1or medical. and disability income
program 1s insured by the John Hancock Life Insurance Company under a national AIA program
specially designed for the state of Texas and sponsored and endorsed by TSA.
Association Administrators & Consultants. with a record of seven years of nat1on-w1de service to AIA
members. assumes the respons1b1hties of maintaining the TSA program and handling all claims under
the policy control of the Texas Society of Architects An AA&C service office will be established in
Austin to bring in-state service to Texas architects
AA&C now provides insurance programs fo r some 1600 architectural and engineering firms embracing
more than 13.000 employees. and covering 40.000 persons in total. including dependents
Our officers. account executives. and a staff of more than 40 people are now hard at work to make the
TSA insurance program one of the most important benefits of membership in the Texas Society o f
Architects. both for current part,c,pants and TSA firms which wish to enter the program for the first time.

CALL ANY OF US TOLL FREE AT 800/854-0491 IF YOU NEED A HAND!

*

ASSOCIATION ADMINISTRATORS & CONSULTANTS, INC.

~

The National AIA Insurance Service Organization
18872 Mac Arthur Boulevard , Suite 400
Irvine, California 92715
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The brick Itself helped Cl'88t9 the design
for this Houston office building.
3D INeuhaus + Taylor, architects.

Alwine:the uncommon brickmakers
Use brick in unexpected ways to execute a design.
Explore the almost limitless possibilities offered by
Alwine's complete selection of unusual brick shapes,
sizes and colors. Do it with confidence, because behind all Alwine products is a 100-year record of quality,
integrity and continuity.
Get the Alwine story from Great Southern Supply
Company - where you will always find everything that's new - and uncommon - in brick and clay
products.

Great Southern has the largest selection of the unusual
in brick, architectural pavers, tile and flooring in Texas,
with prompt and dependable delivery anywhere in the
State. We also have a thirty-year reputation for always
providing the unique to Texas architects.
Contact Great Southern Supply. We'll come to see you
anywhere in Texas. If you like, we are even available
to work with your design team. Just ask for Howard
Dudding or Gene Ballard at Great Southern Supply.
Come see it all in our Houston showroom.

GREAT SOUTHERN SUPPLY COMPANY
3637 W. Alabama St. , P.O. Box 14507, Houston, Texas 77021 , 713/ 644-1751.

-
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POWER CONTROLS CORPORATION INTRODUCES

·L·Dim·RM
·L·Dim·R
·L·Dim·R
It's a whole new way of light
Here's a totally new line of specification grade full
range dimmers, perfect for both residential and
commercial application.
TOG-L-DIM-R is tru ly a giant step forward in
engineering and design. Outwardly, it looks and
functions like an ordinary snap switch, and it's easily
installed in any location. No more broken or lost rotary
knobs to worry about in high traffic areas.
On the inside, TOG-L-DIM-R's heart is 100% solid
state, featuring advanced (RFI} Radio Frequency Noise
Suppression (ideal for use near intercoms).
Heat buildup at highest light levels has been totally
eliminated by integrating a mechanical "ON" position
that complete ly bypasses the electronics when
maximum lumen output is required (no more bulky heat
fins on 1,000 watt models).
Dual three-way dimming control, energy savings,
bulb life extension ... the list goes on and on.
Interested? See your distributor or ask us for
complete details on TOG-L-DIM-R. It's a whole new way
of light.

I

C

SLI M LINE PROFILE

~

Available in 600 and 1,000 Watt Models*
Colors: Ivory, Brown and White
Optional "Lighted Lever" Feature
UL Approved for Indoor/Outdoor Installation
*2 Year Limited Warranty on 600 Watt Model
*1 Year Limited Warranty on 1,000 Watt Model

POWER CONTROLS CORPORATION
P.O. BOX 5860
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78201
TEL. (512) 734-7155
"THE LIGHT CONDITIONING SPECIALISTS"

....
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Marlbrough & Lord Associates

0

Representing Nemschoff L & B Products,
(0 Restonic Bedding, PT & C, Ceramic Desig
Elevations Design, and Precision
,
21 4 /7 48'-3051

co

1

Atelier International, LTD.

0

Furniture, Lighting, Art & Accessories
(0 214/653-1161

...
Cl)

C

C)

0Cl)

Novikoff, Inc.
Sea\ing, D~sks, Conference Tables
Wed. thru Fri.; Les Stratton, Showrooni
Manager
214/748-1976

,..
,..

...

"C

0

·;:
Cl)

t:
"C
C

...«I
Cl)

;::

u

<D

<D
,...
<D

-"'
( ,)

::I

"C

...a.0
...0

·;:

i
C0 Chromcraft Furniture
~ 214/748-2706 '

<D Van Sant, Inc.

~ Contemporary Furniture & Lighting
214/747-4376

For furthe,_r lnformation on apy of the showrooms
listed in the ad, please circle the reader inquiry
number. If you would lil<e information from a specific
showroom, please indicate so on the reader inquiry
card.
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Texas
Historic Poster
Series
Round Top

The 1979 NCARB
Arch1tec1uf al Reg,swttion Hand·
book, 1he o'fic1.i1gu,de 10 lhe Pfofessio"lal
Exti:m. is published 1oio!ly by NCARB and AfCh1·
1ectvn~1 Recof<i Books

The 1979 NCARB
Architectural
Registration
Handbook
Here's the one book you need
most to prepare for the professional exam. Created by the same people
who wrote the test, the new Handbook provides vital information on the
December exam. You'll findThe Official Mission Statement. A
detailed description of the 1979 exam
subject: the expansion and development of A Community College Facility.
What you should know about gradincluding new information
ing especially for candidates without
accredited degrees.
A condensed version of last year's
exam. Here is everything you need to
practice taking the test: the 1978 Mission Statement, complete Test Information Packages (TIPs), and sample
questions-with answers, and a
" degree of difficulty" key. Detailed
information on the Site Planning and
Design Exam- a newly required part
of the exam.
Recommended readings- and a
study strategy fo r this year's exam.

Cost of the 1979 NCARB ARCHITECTURAL
REGISTRATION
HANDBOOK is $24.00. The price
includes $1 .10 state sales tax and
$0.90 for postage. All orders must be
accompanied by payment. Make
check or money order payable to the
Texas Society of Architects. For
delivery allow 10 days from August
13, 1979.
Order from:
Texas Society of Architects
2121 Austin National Bank Tower
Austin, Texas 78701
(512) 478-7386
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Texas Historic Poster Series
Designed by James A. Bishop & Associates
The posters are silkscreened in two colors. $5.C)O each; $40.00 set
of nine; plus 5% sales tax. Dimensions: 18'' x 24"
Ordff Fro111:
Texas Sodety c!f Ard1itats
2 12 1 Austill Nario11al Bank To,wr
Austi11, Texas 78701
(512) 478-7386
T e.rns A rrltitect

lt'stwen below zero
in 'fyler, exastoday.
Just imagine an Air Conditioning system
having to operate at 20°F below zero for
weeks ... then at 150°F.
Well, at the General Electric Product
Development Laboratory in 'fyler, Texas,
General Electric Air Conditioning and
Heating systems are tested under such
extreme conditions every day. The
Climatuff™ Compressors used in General Electric cooling units are the same as
the ones used in our famous Weathertron® Heat Pumps.That's why General Electric tests
this compressor to such varying temperature
ranges. And, the data gained from these tests is used to make
General Electric equipment even better ... even more reliable
than earlier models.
Your Central Air Conditioner may never be called upon to
operate at these temperatures, but we want you to know we're
building them the best way we know how.
When you need an air conditioning system, check out th e complete line by General
Electric. Tested under the most extreme
conditions we can duplicate.

Campbell-Ince Distributing, Inc.

General Electric Company

Texas Distributors, Inc.

2233 Northwest Loop Expressway
San Antonio, TX 78230
512-341-7161

2425 Broad Street
Houston, TX 77207
713-641-2261

13737 North Slemmons
Dallas, TX 75234
214-620-1511
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In the News
Co11ri1111ed from page 25.

Ayres and Ayres Exhibit
At UT-Austin Through Nov. 15

l)runo (left) rl'ceii•ing award.

caLot S
9

INTERIOR
STAINS

ductivity, quality and function or appearance.
Bruno designed the home and is building it himself, using a welder and simple
hand tools. H e's been working on it for
more than four years, during which time
the house has received acclaim from
other sources as well: among them, a 45picture exh ibit on the project in July at
national A IA headquarters in Washington, D .C., and a feature story in the
Washingto11 Post.

The Texas Tech D ivision of Architecture received a plaque from the foundation for the project.

To bring out the
best in wood
Cabot's Interior Stains provide the traditional flat finish so popular for paneling,
beams, woodwork, floors,
and unfinished furniture.
Easy to apply with brush
or cloth, Cabot's Interior
Stains accent the beauty
of the wood grain, protect
by penetrating deep into
the wood fibers. Choose
from 17 mellow colors.

An exhibit of architectural drawings,
recently given to The University of Texas
at Austin, is on view through Nov. 15 on
the second floor of UT's Battle Hall.
Entitled "Ayres and Ayres Architectural Drawings," the public exhibit includes selected works of the San An tonio
father-and-son partnership of Atlee B.
Ayres (1874-1969) and Robert M. Ayres
( 1898-1977). The family of Robert M.
Ayres gave the collection of more than
700 projects, as well as specifications
and documents, to the School of Architecture. Jt will be housed in the Architecture Library, which is part of the UT
,,,General Libraries.
A ceremony opening the exhibit and
honoring the donors was held Saturday,
Oct. 6, in Battle Hall. Attending were
Mrs. Atlee B. Ayres and Mrs. Robert
M. Ayres of San Antonio and Robert M .
Ayres. Jr., of San Antonio and Sewanee,
Tenn., who is president of the University
of the South.
The Ayres firm designed such projects
a~ office buildings, hotels, residences and
educational buildings. Included in the
display are drawings of the Smith-Young
Tower, the Plaza Hotel, the Land Office
Building of the State of Texas and the
Administration Building of Randolph
Field, as well as several residences.
The exhibit may be seen Monday
through Thursday from 8 a.m. to 10
p.m., Friday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
Saturday from 12 noon to 5 p.m. and
Sunday from I to 5 p.m.

Texas A&M Announces
Tlu111ks-Gfri11g Square dt'fai/ by Payne.

Payne Photographs
To be Exhibited
At University of Houston

Cabot's Stains of Houston
P.O. Box 27 164
2520 Drexel Drive
Houston, Texa!> 77027
713/622-7042

" Beyond the Box," a selection of 140
black-and-wh ite and colo r photographs
by Houston archi tectural photographer
Richard Payne, will be exhibited Nov. 9
through Dec. 23 in the Sarah Campbell
Blaffer Gallery at the University of
I louston.
The photographs, depicting vi rt ually
all the work of architect Philip Johnson
and his partner John Burgee since 1972,
will illustrate a book on Johnson/Burgee
to be published later this year by Random Ho use.
Guest curator for the exhibit is Mimi
C rossley, art writer for the Housto11 Post.

Faculty Openings
Texas A&M University is now seeking
applicants for positions on its environmental design faculty, available Jan. 16
and Sept. I, 1980.
The jobs involve instruction at the
11ndergraduatc level (in beginning and
advanced classes) in architectural and
environmental design and graphics.
The positions requ ire a master's degree from an accredited school as well
as a professional license, or at least the
intent to obtain professional registration.
Candidates also should have :.ome office
practice experi ence.
Salaries will be commensurate with
full-time, nine-month employment at
ranks of instructor, assistant professor or
associate professor.
Applications, which should include n

C,rcte 41 on Reader /nqu,ry Card
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T r.\as A rchirect

caschca schade
1s your
houston
representative
I

representing

a rchitectural supplements, inc.
cbi-comforto shell seating
cooper a rchitectural signs
design collection by sampsonite
habitat architectural lighting
insul-coustic noise control products
intrex furniture
hank loewenstein chairs
meteor bank and desk accessories
nessen lamps

i'

I

VAN SANT~
INCORPORATED M
4216 university boulevard, houston, texas 77005 713+ 664-7587
646 world trade center / box 58258 dallas, texas 75258 214 + 747-4376
Circle 42 on Reader Jnq(my Card
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lo the Nc"s, co11ti11ued.

Custom
Binders
for
Texas
Architect
Now there is an easy way to keep
up with all those back issues of
Texas Architect. This new custom
binder, available from the TSA
office, is designed to accommodate
six issues (a year's worth) of the
magazine for efficient storage and
easy reference. The brown vinyl
binder comes with metal rods which
allow for "instant binding" of each
issue in such a way that it can be
easily read as part of the whole
volume or removed completely if
necessary.
Place your order today, and make
it easy on yourself.

resume, academic credentials and letters
of reference, should be sent to: John O.
Greer, AIA, Head, D epartment of Environmental Design, College of Architecture and Environmental Design, Texas
A&M University, College Station 77843.
(A portfolio or slides also should be
available if called for.)

'Cube3' Design
By A&M Faculty Members
Cited in National Competition
Architect Peter Jay Zweig and designer
James E. Deininger, both faculty members at Texas A&M's College of Architecture and Environmental Design, have
received a Special C itation of Merit
created especially for their entry in the
1979 Innovations in Housing design competition, sponsored jointly by the American Plywood Association, Better 1/011,es
and Gardens and Progressive A rchitecture.

*
*
*

** *

* * *

*
*
*

ENERGY SAV ING
Texas Architect
2121 Austin National Bank Tower
Austin, Texas 78701
Please send me __ binders at a
cost of $5.95 each (including postage and handling).
_ My check for _ _ _ _ _ _ is
enclosed.
_

Please bill me.

Name
Address _ __ __ _ __ __
City _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __
Zip _ _ _ __ __ __ __

Their entry, a theoretical three-dimensional cube residence, was one of eight
house designs selected as award winners
from 390 entries from architects, designers and students in the United States,
Canada and Europe. T he designs will be
featured in a fall issue of Progressive
A rchitect11re.
The "Cube3 " design, complete with a
host of energy-saving and ventilation
features, consists of an external frame
(the "primary cube"), an internal triangular area (the "secondary cube") and
the point of entry (the "tertiary cube").
The outer cube forms a framework from
which fabrics can be stretched, visually
suspending the cube from the exterior
frame and providing shade for the in-

*WOOD*
WINDOWS
manufac tured

by

MARVIN
INSULATED GLASS
ANO MAINTENANCE
FREE EXT ER IORS
AVAi LABLE

*****

TEXAS JAMBS
6330 ALDER SUITE
HOUSTON TX 77081

(71 3) 669-1333
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Please accept our invitation to visit the Houston Regional Office ...

The Armco Building

1455 West Loop South

Houston, Texas 77027

713/840-0377

C11cle 47 on Reader Inquiry Card

CONTRACT
INQUIRIES WELCOME.

HOUSTON: 8917 RICHMOND AT FONDREN (713) 781-8100 •
\ ,,,·,·111ber/ December 1979

AUSTIN : NORTHCROSS MALL (512) 459-4189

f
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plA~TECO

skyl1ql-ns
Standard, Custom and Structural
Many models shipped pre-glazed

STANDARD DOMES TO 8 ' x 8'

STRUCTURAL PYRAMIDS TO 20' x 20

STRUCTURAL VAULTS TO 24' SPAN

Clfcle 39 on Reado, Inquiry Card

TA~

LEAN~

~

STRUC I URAL DOMES TO 24' DIA.

Ask for Catalog, or see Sweet's 7.8.
To predict the energy performance
of a specific skylight plan, request a
SUN Computer Analysis input form.
Write Plasteco, Inc., P.O. Box 24158,
Houston, Texas 77029. (713) 674-7686

@

plASTECQ,N
c.

Compute r Support Equipm ent
• Manufacturers, sales and service of raised access panel flooring under the trade name
"Besco".
• Factory representatives for Pomona Air packaged environmental modules. Services
include sales and installation.
• .Representing Walter Kidde in the sale and installation of Halon 1301 fire detection
and suppression systems.
• Dealers of Schlage Electronics door access control systems.

;4E~
~

Computer Environments, Inc.
}'•1428 Slocum, Dallas, (214) 744-5533

DISTRIBUTORS AND FABRICATORS SINCE 1947

Circle 49 on Reader Jnau,ry Card
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111 lhc News, continued.
1 r1or living spaces. According to the
1rch1tects, ·'the house is organized as a
lll}ering of three cubes that are perceived
,, n transformation from the outer to the
Inner worlds. The home's vertical orga1111111g element, (a) glass spine used as a
11 111,parent circulation system, moves the
d 11.dlcrs from one layer to another."
While the design did not fully meet
tmnpctition criteria for a "marketable,
VI hie housing alternative," the jury felt
1h tit should be especially commended
111 that other architects and designers
\\ ould be encouraged to pursue future
h n1sing alternatives.

Kt ,tuse A ppointed
t:W

ASC/ AIA Director

John Krause, a
fifth-year student at
The University of
Texas at Austin
School of A rchitecture, has assumed
the office of Associated Student
Chapters/ American
l11,111ute of Architects (ASC/ AIA) direci.-11 for the Texas Region for 1980, repl c ng Susan Dieterich, whose term expired in July.
Krause. 22. is a native of San Antonio,
"here he has worked for the past four
111nmers at Southwestern Bell's archi1cc1s office, under San Antonio architect
c harlie Jackson. Kra use transferred to
I I -Austin this fall from Texas Tech
I mversity's Division of Architecture in
I uhbock. where he was one of three re1p1cnts of a $500 TSA Lubbock chapter
dtolarshi p his junior year and served as
I'J7S-79 president of the local ASC/ AIA
d1Jpter.
Duties of ASC/ AJA Regional Direclors include representing the ASC memhe1 ship as national officers at ASC Board
of Directors meetings, administering
\ SC funds at the regional level and
11111mtaining an open line of communica111m with regional AIA chapters, often
, n mg as student members of local AJA
,.,uncils and boards of directors.

Cude 51 on Reader lnqwry Card

Waterproofing & Roofing
Railton, Inc., carries a complete line of
materials and equipment for roofing and
waterproofing. Distributors for Bird &
Son, Celotex, Johns-Manville, Gulf State
Asphalt, Lloyd A Fry, Koppers, Carlisle,
Chemprobe, etc ....
state wide distribution ... complete
inventory ... job site delivery

N.S C/ A IA Annual Meeting
Sl't For Nov. 21-24 in Houston
Some 600 students representing
of architecture nationwide are
expected to attend "Forum 79," this
ye. r's ASC/ AIA convention, scheduled
~ hools

I. tr Nov. 21-24 at Stouffers Greenway
Circle 52 on Reader lnqwry Card
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Plaza Hotel in Houston.
This 21st ASC AIA Annual Meeting.
sponsored by the local chapter at the
University of Houston. will feature seminars. displays. film . slide shows and
addrcssc~ on such topics as: climate and
regional architecture, natural and manmade em ironmcntal logisucs. building
""ith natural materials, lo\.\-cost housing
in urban areas, passive and active solar
design criteria. the sociological and psycholog1cal implications of de:.ign. transporta11on and its effects on architecture.
and design responsibilities, liabilities and
legalities.

In Brief . ..

Speakers "'ill include urban planner
Ian McHarg, anthropologist Edward Hall
and AIA President Ehrman Mitchell, Jr.,
FAIA.
Funded in part by grants and a portion
of the national ASC budget, ASC AIA
annual meetings depend largely on contributions from firms and individual
architects.
For more information , contact: Randall E. Hickey. College of Architecture,
University of Houston. 4800 Calhoun.
Houston 77004. Telephone: (713) 7491188.

The Texas A&M College of Architecture and EnvironmentaJ Design will host

l
I

REVISED!
DON'T REDRAW IT.! RESTORE IT!
DON'T REDETAIL IT! REUSE IT!
DON'T_DRAW IT IN THE FIRST PLACE!
USE PHOTO-DRAFTING!

an open house for friends and former
siudents and faculty at 9 a.m. Saturday.
ov. 17, in conjunction with the Texas
A&~I-Arkansas football game. The gathering will include a barbecue lunch
(S-4.50 per person) just before the noon
march-in preceeding the game, scheduled
to begin at 1:30 p.m. (Tickets for the
football game are $8.50 each. plus a
50-ccnt handling charge per order, and
will be available on a first-come, firstserve basis.) Registration deadline is
Nov. 5. Contact: Gordon Echols, Associate Dean, College of Architecture and
Environmental Design, T exas A&M Universit). College Station 77843. Telephone: (713) 845-1222.
Texas A&M also has announced 197980 visiting lecturers for the College of
Architecture and Environmental Design:
Howard Barostonc, F AJA, "Coterie
Neighborhoods in Houston," Nov. 14;
Curt M. Elmberg, "Trends in European
Transportation," Nov. 15; William Caudill, FAIA, "Aspects of Design," Jan.
30; Peter Papadcmetriou, "Houston: A
Talc of Two Cities," Feb. 20; Frank
Welch, "Practicing with H istory," March
26; James Marston Fitch, "Curatorial
Management of the Built World," April
14; and Tadashi Kubo, "Historical and
Contemporary Development of Landscape Design in Japan" (time, date and
place to be announced).
The U niversity of Texas at A ustin
School of Architecture is sponsoring a

6555 BURNET ROAD
AUSTIN TEXAS 78757

(512) 546-4543

910 MAIN STREET
FORT WORTH TEXAS 76101

TEXAS

(512) 428-6176

9 13 E WASHINGTON
BROWNSVILLE TEXAS 78520

REPROFESSIONALS

209 SOUTH COMMERCE
HARLINGEN. TEXAS 78550

(512) 882-7471

(713) 782-8580

(214) 753-0711

822 LEOPARD

11 rllLLCRI FT
HOUSTON TEXAS 77036

217 W TYLER ST
LONGVIEW TEXAS - 5501

~f:7
~

519 SOUTH Bfl1 ,ADWAY
McALLEN TEXAS ,850'

CORPUS CHRISTI TEXAS 78403

(214) 630-3333
- -. $'"!ARP STRE"T
DALLAS TEXAS ,52.:.,
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(512) 686-1525

workshop on thermal inertia in architectural walls, to be held Nov. 15 at the Joe
C. Thompson Conference Center in Austin. Physicist Fransisco Arumi will conduct the program, fee for which is $ I00.
F or more information, contact: Lynn
Cooksey, Conference Coordinator for
Architecture, Division of Continuing
Education, The University of Texas at
Austin, Austin 78712. Telephone: (512)
471-3123.
The UT-Austin School of Architecture
also has announced the appointment of
seven new faculty members: Assistant
Profe:.sors Ben Refueno, Patricia Salinas, Jon H unter Thompson and Gabrielle Yablonsky; Lecturer David C. Ekroth; Adjunct Assistant Professor Andy
Vernooy; and Assistant Instructor John
Stanley Rabun.
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Texas Arcl11tect

nooks
~J>ecifications for Commercial Intel11 r..: Profes.5ional Liabilities, Regulations
1111 d Performance Criteria. S. C. Rezni1,,11 Wh ttney Library of D esign, New
\ ,,,~ "'I.Y ., 256 pages , $27.50.
:\l ore than slick and fashionable inter111rc; arc necessary nowadays to satisfy
1hc health a nd safety criteria established
h\ ledcral, state and local regulations. To
hol ,omc definitive light on this area of
C,l\rng liability, the author has assemhlcd .1 host of topics and concerns ranging I rom liabilities and regulations to
p cilicatron technology in a single refcr111 c volume for use by interior architects
tllll de~1gners in complying wi th regula11011s .rnd avoiding liabilities. Reznikoff
I III ussociate professor of interior archilu.:11,re rn the College of Architecture at
A11wna State University.
1

,n~,

\ffordable Houses D esigned by Archi11 , ts. l:.d1ted by Jeremy Robinson. Mee,, 1w-H 1ll Book Company, New York,
N Y., 168 pages, $18.95.
I louses described herein, all originally
dcctcd to appear in A rchitectural Rec'" " because of their archi tectural distinc11n11, happened also to compare favorably
111 w,t per square fool with developerh111lt houses. To shatter the myth that
11 ch1tcct-designed houses are invariably
111nrc c,pensive, the book makes a case
1111 designing and building custom homes
,111 ltm11ed budgets. Among 60 houses
d1•scrrbed a rc two in Texas: the Cannady
111111,e rn Houston by Houston architect
W1ll1am T. Cannady, FAIA ($15 per
4111.irc foot in 1973), and the Fowler
11111,~c in Houston by Fayeueville archih ct (and Texas Architect contributing
editor) C lovis Heimsath, FAIA ($12 per
,111,rrc foot in 1968).
I· arth Sheltered Housing Design:
<. nidelines, Examples and References.
I he Underground Space Center, Univerrl}' of Minnesota. Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, New York, N.Y., 318
p.,gcs, $9.95.
A reconsideration of the benefits of
h,1hatation below the earth's surface, in
\ r~w of ever-dwindling fue l supplies and
c\l.:r risi ng fuel prices. The book offers
11111deltnes for architects and homeowners
111 lollow in designing and building und1·r •round houses and includes plans,
1k1 uls and photographs of existing exampl1, ac ross the country. AJA Joumal calls
11
fhe firs t comprehensive underground
,k rgn manual."

Solar Heating and Cooling D emonstration Program: A Descriptive Summary
of H UD Cycle 4 and 4A Solar Residential Projects. U.S. Department of H ousing and Urban Development (H UD).
Washington, D.C., I 57 pages, free.
This new publication, available
through the National Solar H eating and
Cooling Information Center in Rockville,
Md., is a companion edition to three earlier volumes prepared by the AIA Research Corporation describing houses
which have received solar demonstration
grants from H UD . The book summarizes
144 solar demonstration projects, ranging

from single-family houses to high-rise
apartment complexes, from new construction to retrofit, from passive systems
to active.
Part 19-Natural Building Stone; Soil
and Rock; Mosses and Humus. American Society for T esting and Materials
(ASTM), Philadelphia, Pa. , 648 pages,
S21.
Part I 9 of the 1979 Annual ASTM
Standards contains some 120 standards
on field and laboratory sampling a nd
testing of soil and rock for engineering
purposes. Building and structural uses for
natural stone also arc included.

Features
you'll like
in Residential
& Commercial
kitchen
ventilation

0
0
0
0
0

0
0

Convenient
switches
Easy clean
oil filter
Recessed
light
Frosted glass
Custom units
made to
specification
Island
Conventional

Sales
&
Service
Open 7:30
for your
con ven ,ence.

~
8225 Scyene Road
Dallas, Texas 75227
214/ 388-2126
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ARTVENTURES LTD.

N

ART SPECIFIERS
Corporate Collections
Appraisals · Restorations
Programs · Planning
Contract Installations
Commissions

3100 Richmond Avenue, Suite 211
Houston, Texas 77098
713 /529-4273
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So when you specify paints, specify Roach. Paints for the
Professional. And don't forget the special Architect's Hot Line.
Just Phone (toll-free) 800- 492-6766.

Phone {21 4) 748-9421
S IN CE 193 4

, 1306 River Street

DAL LAS. TEXAS 75 202

News of Firms
Bartlett Cocke & Associates, Inc., San
Antonio, has announced a change in the
firm's name to Chumney, Jones & Kell,
Inc., Architecture, Planning & Interior
D esign. Offices will remain at 700 GPM
South, San Antonio 78216.
The D allas firm Jarvis Putty Jarvis,
Architects, Inc., has announced the appointment of Pat Johnson as director of
interiors.
Dallas-based SHWC, Inc., has announced the addition of Michael Elmore,
Kamran Elahi, William Lushbaugh and
James Larson, Jr., to the production staff
at its D allas office; David Martin to the
9~1las design staff; Mark P . Johnson as
construction coordinator for the firm's
Houston office; and George W. Lotwick,
Jr., as project architect in the Harlingen
office.
William T. Cannady Associates, Inc.,
Houston, has announced the appointment
of Richard D. Beard as an associate in
the firm.
Rapp Fash Sundin, with offices in
Houston and Galveston, has announced
the appointment of Joseph M. Santopetro
as associate.
The Houston firm John Kirksey Associates has announced the addition of Jim
D ietzman, Terry Greiner, Juan Romero
and Lauren Wood to the firm and the
promotion of Mike Meyers to vice president and Jim Gewinner to senior associate.
Geren Associates, Fort Worth, has
announced the addition of Walter A.
Smith III to the firm as controller.
The Houston firm Pierce Goodwin
Alexander has announced the relocation
of its offices to 2 Bering Park, 800
Bering Drive, P.O. Box 13319, Houston
77019. Telephone: (713) 977-5777.
CM Inc., Constructors/Managers,
Houston, has announced that Robert D.
Wyatt and John D. Flanagan have been
named senior managers of the firm.
T he Dallas firm Ralph Davis Architects has announced the opening of a new
office at 7424 Greenville Ave., Suite
114, Dallas 7523 I. Telephone: (214)
363-0701.
Irving arch itect Douglas R. Grogan
has announced the formation of the fi rm
Grogan/ Associates/ Architects, 1711 W.
Trying Blvd., Suite 313, Irving 75061.
T elephone: (21 4) 254-3 174.
Sikes Jennings Kelly, Architects and
Project Consultants, H ouston, has announced the addition of Manuel C. Ze-
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Strong-Tie
pnla to the firm.
Houston-based 30/ International has
111nounced the following appointments
\\ 11hin its interior architecture division:
I homas P . Hughes, division director;
l,11ncs E . Furr, manager of the division's
11,iuston office; Vick F. Giles, manager
111 division administration; Leonard D.
< uopcr, ma nager of the division's New
't "'k City office; D . Jeff Waters, direc1111 of programming; Richard A. Boyer,
director of design; George W. McDer111011, director of contract documents;
111d Bill J. David, director of contract
11l111inistration.

TIMBER CONNECTORS

SIMPSON

COMPANY

JOIST&
PURLIN
HANGERS

s,,o, u~~;;;:~~~

4110 Dumbarto n Road • Houston, Texas 77025 • 713/668-8554

Manufactured by Sim pson Company, San Leand ro, California 94557
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Industry News

/\ 1111/an

tapestry.

IJnico Carpet to Display
Tnpestry by Annette Kaplan
At TSA Annual Meeting
Unico Carpet Co., a Dallas-based imand distributor of commercial
, ,11 peting, will exhibit a tapestry by noted
In.Ille ar tist Annette Kaplan during the
upcoming TSA Annual Meeting Product
l·xhibition Oct. 31-Nov. 2 at the Sham1<11.k H ilton Hotel in Houston.
Ms. Kaplan, a resident of Oakland,
C alif., has participated in numerous
~!I oup exhibitions and is represented in
many private collections. She is one of
only a handfu l of contemporary textile
,11 ltsts who uses a loom equipped with a
"J,,cquard" mechanism, a method of
1111. :wing developed in France in 1804
which m akes use of punched cards to
rnntrol the development of woven patJHH ter

11.• 1

ns.

Forever-lasting beauty
that requires no
maintenance, adds a
stepping stone to
prestige, elegance.
Choose from twenty
colors, endless shapes
and patterns, and all the
expert help we can give
you. Consider the
character of mixing more
than one color or pattern
in an application.
For more information,
and a packet of full color
literature illustrating Cold
Spring Granite products
in use, call toll free
800-328-7038. In
Minnesota call (612)
685-3621 , or write to the address below.
1.0.S. Center, Minneapolis, MN
Architect: Philip Johnson &

John Burgee, New York. N.Y.

fhe Unico booth also will display a
, 11g to be given away during the product
,•xhibition prize drawing.

In Brief ...
Dallas architect Stephen Nall, senior
partner of the firm Nall-Brown, Archill'cts/Tnterior Designers, has been elected
pr esident of the Institute of Business De" gners' (IBD) North Texas chapter, one

SECTION

Cold Spring Granite Company, Dept. F

202. South 3rd Avenue, Cold Spring, MN 56320
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of 28 I BD chapters nationwide whose
members include both architects and contract interior designers.
Texas Jambs, Inc., Housto n, has been
named a di~tributor of Mnrvin Windows'
fu ll line of insulnting wood windows and
slid ing glass doors. The Houston distributor will serve all of the Southeast T exas
region, including Houston, San Antonio,
Austin and Beaumont. F or a complete
catalogue, contact: Gary Daugherty,
Manager, Texas Jambs, 6330 Alder,
Su ite 2, Houston 77081. Telephone:
(713) 669- 1333.

Wylie climbs the walls
The company that carpets the floors is now climbing the walls.
Hush-Craft textures in wool, acrylic and nylon combinations are
~he latest ~ddition to a contract wallcovcring selection that also
includes sisals and suede cloths in a wide range of patterns and
colors. All meet Class A codes. Visit our Dallas showroom, or
make a toll-free call to 800-442-7550.

"S,, fect Ash Louvre."

Kentucky Wood Floors, with distributorships in Dallas, Houston and San Antonio, has introduced "Select Ash
Louvre" in three-fourth s inch by 28 inch
by 28 inch prcassembled sections, unfinished or prefinished with penetrating
white oil. The glue-down sections arc
avai lable "scaled up or down in your
choice of domestic or exotic wood species." For the name of the distributor
nearest you, contact: Kentucky Wood
F loors, Jnc., 7761 National Turnpike,
Louisville, Ky. 402 14. Telephone: (5 12)
368-5836.
Now available from the Texas CoaJ,ial
and Marine Council is a brochure featuring a checklist for the design ;ind construction of buildings along the Texas
Gulf Coast and shoreline. The checklist
is intended to be a guide for persons investing in shoreline properties that arc
"exposed to high winds, flood waters,
erosion, subsidence nnd highly corrosive
environments." Texas Coastal and Marine Council, P.O. Box 13407, Austin
787 11. Telephone: (5 12) 475-5849.
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3234 Dall as Tracie Mart
Dallas, Texas 75207

Visit us in space 57- 58
during the TSA Annual Meeting
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r---Sanspray of Santa Clara, Calif., has
,11ggested a new use fo r its prefinished
natural stone panels. Used primarily for
l'\terior walls, the panels "offer interesting possibilities inside as well," according
In Sanspray: regu lar Monteray Sand
panels may be used as interior ceiling,
providing a structural roof deck when
placed across rafters. with tongue and
L'l'Oove edges making a "tight and almost
invisible joint." To construct a built-up
1oof, Sanspray says, furring strips can be
,1dded o n top of the panels with rig id
urethane insulation in between. This is
uwered by plywood, roofing paper and
,1sphalt shingles. The panels are available
111 four text ures and 10 colors. Texas dis111 butors: Johnson Construction Special11c\, 3420 Rusk, P.O. Box 1360 , Houston
7700 I, telephone: (7 13) 224-8830; Bill
l),lfwi n Co mpany, Inc., 274 1 Sats uma,

Suite 108, P.O. Box 26925, Dallas 75229,
telephone: (214) 24 1-9866.

Kol,/er "Epicurean" :;ink.

Kohler Co. of Koh ler, Wis., with
Texas distributors statewide, has produced a 12-page booklet illustrating its
line of enameled castiron kitchen sinks
in countertop settings. One, two and
three compartment sinks are shown.
along with acrylic bar sinks, faucets.
cutting boards and other accessories. For
the book let (25 cen ts). and for the Texas
distributor nearest yo u, write: Kohler
Co.. Kohler, W is. 53044.
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STEWA I\T OFFICE SUPPLY CO.
TEXAS' LEA IJI NG CONTI\ACT IJEALEI\
FOi\ COMMEI\CIAL I TEI\IOl\8
Offering these full services
to the Professional:
Procurement & Expediting
Showroom Facilities
Delivery / Installation
Continuing Service
Product Research
Survey Analysis
Warehousing
Make-Ready
Budgeting
Receiving

EDMUND KIRK ASSOCIATES

furniture
fab rics
flllng systems
carpets
lighting
a ccessories
art and artifacts

60'1 Ook Lown Plo/0

Dollos. Texas 75:?07

(214) 744-0696
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We put the
finishing touches on
Frank Lloyd Wright's
masterpiece.
Despite the concerned and diligent
efforts of the Western Pennsylvania
Conservancy, decades of intense
weathering and constant exposure to
water had taken a heavy toll on Frank
Lloyd Wright's famous " Fallingwater ''.
A five-year-old coat of paint was
blistered and peeling, and much of the
concrete was pitted and spalled.
Because of its artistic and historic value, restoration architects Curry, Martin and Highberger
took the absolute strongest corrective and protective measures possible. They specified that
Thoro System Products be used throughout.
After sandblasting, contractors Mariani and Richards
brought the surface back to its original form with Thorite, a
non-slumping, quick-setting patching material (mixed with
Acryl 60 for enhanced bonding and curing).
Then the entire home was covered with Tho rose al.
Thoroseal is harder and more wear-resistant than concrete ,
100% waterproof, and bonds so tenaciously that it
becomes an actual part of the
wall. Permanently locking
out moisture and dampness.
To match the original
architects' color s pecification, a coat of Thorosheen
masonry paint was applied
over the Thoroseal.
An ounce of prevention and a pound of cure.
We' re Thoro System Products, and when it comes to
restoring or protecting an
architect's designs in
masonry and concrete,
we've been doing it better
and more often than
anybody else for over 65
years.
For further information , write, detailing your specific needs.
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What's Hilarious About Houston?
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Humor by Braden
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A learned man once said, " If God had
not invented air-conditioning, H ouston
wo uld consist of three houses, one 'ServSta-Gro,' a watermelon patch, and the
marketing staffs of CRS and 3D/Jnternational." Indeed, I have a 1936 photograph of Houston's entire population. It
shows 23 real estate agents standing on a
flat, treeless piece of ground profusely
shaking hands with one another. Some,
where, he re, there's food for thought.
So you ask, "What's so hilarious
about Houston?" TSA's Top FortyFortieth Annual Meeting-that's what.
By the time you architects read this,
you'll probably be at the Shamrock Hilton for the convention- October 31
through November 3-having a blast.
Or you will have decided to miss it. I
hope you made the right choice.
I am no stranger to the Shamrock,
having been there when it opened in
I 949. A trip to Houston was the fie ld
trip for my 1949 U.T. School of Architecture graduating class, so we included
the Shamrock opening. All the important
architects were there- Frank Lloyd
Wright and us.
The most memorable part of the convention was the presentation of the AJA
Gold Medal lo FL W. The architects
rose to their collective feet and saluted as
had never been done before in all of
America. The Maestro carefully tucked
the medal into his vest pocket and said,
"Well, it's been a long time coming from
home!" Then he endeared himself to all
of Houston by suggesting that the huge
neon sign atop the hotel should be
changed from "SHAMROCK" to
"WH Y?"
Why would a group of fledgling architects opt to travel to Houston for their
graduation field trip? After all, today's
kids go to Europe, or at least to Boston.
Basically, it was because the Shamrock
stood in a field, I guess (no Astrodome,

no Astroworld . .. no nothing except a
field). Also, we were the post World
War II crowd and we had already been
everywhere and seen everything-or so
we thought. But it was from the back of
a G.J. truck or the fan tail or plastic nose
of a B-17. Aw, let's face it. The real reason was that we were too poor to go anywhere else. We might have seen the
world, but we'd never seen anything like
Houston.
Today's Houston is still a unique city.
It has planning, but no zoning; I'm not
sure it works. In Dallas we have zoning
but (up to now) no planning. D allas does
have a committee that meets weekly and
rearranges where everything should go
on the basis of emotion. That doesn't
work either.
In six days God created heaven and
earth (this was before He invented airconditioning) but Houston and Dallas
are still messed up. At the present time,
the shortest distance between two points
in either place is always under construction. It goes without saying that Big H
and Big D are last in city planning. but
first in parking lots.
The politics in Houston are dive rse
and, at times, downrigh t scary. I know
this won't bother you Ft. Worth people
(you are used to it), but it may shake
everyone else up. T he only things that
are solid are the ship channel and the
freeways. The ship channel solidifies
just inside the city limits. T he freeways
solidify from 7 a.m. to 9 a.m. and 4 p.m.
to 6:30 p.m. each day. (D on't worry
about running out of gas on the freeway
... you won't know you're out until you
hit the exit ramp.)
But even at that, the private automobile is still the best way to get around,
clue to the status of Houston's public
transit system. Taxies are so scarce that,
if you get one, you may want to consider
having it stuffed and mounted. And all
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bus stop benches carry mortuary advertisements, which indicates you could die
before a bus shows up. There are two
airports-H ouston International and
William P. Hobby. International is fine
if you live in Conroe. And as for H obby,
I wouldn't say it's antiquated, but I saw
some men's room graffiti there which
read, "Orville: please call Wilbur at the
bicycle shop immediately."
The economy in H ouston is as scary as
the politics. Things are so bad that I have
a rich lawyer son-in-law who lives with
my daughter, my 23-month old granddaughter, Sara K ate, and the new twins,
in a two-bedroom, one-bath house in
Southside. The house was originally
built in J946. They bought it a few years
ago for $36,000 and it was appraised last
month at $4,250,000.
But Houston's not all that bad a place
to visit, or to have a convention. Those
of you who are attending TSA's Top
Forty will particularly enjoy the Shamrock, built by Texas oil wildcatter Glen
McCarthy. I don't know who designed
the Shamrock, if anybody did, but you
nostalgia buffs will Jove the trip back in
time. (Remember operable windows?)
As for the younger crowd, you've probably never seen a coin-operated sprinkler
system before.
If you venture out on your own in
Houston, there are several things to
remember:
• "In" dress for men is a double-knit
leisure suit, white patent leather belt and
Adidas; for women a bright yellow double knit pant suit will do nicely. (The
whole city always looks like a Shriners'
convention.)
• Houston weather is variable-somewhere between bad and terrible-primarily because of the humidity. Although sweating profusely is considered
chic in H ouston, don't believe those TV
deodorant ads. Instead, pick up a bottle
of anti-mildew solution like you use on
you r shower curtain at home.
• Houston has many fine places to
dine, but avoid those restaurants featuring a "soup of the month."
Finally, remember that TSA conventions are family affai rs-no hanky
panky. Well, maybe a little hanky, but
definitely no panky. And if you decided
to stay home this year, just remember
the rest of us will be talking about you.
Braden ir a Dallas arcMtect and a Texas
Architect contributing editor.

BIG MAN IN
STRUCTURAL STEEL
When Chief
Inspector Marvin
Froehlich went
to work for
M osher Steel
44 years ago.
he was hired as
a temporary employee. He jokes that nobody at
Mosher has ever told him he ·s
permanent.
The fact is. Marvin has left
his mark on hundreds of steel
structures in those 44 years. He ·s
helped change the skyline of
Houston . and he ·s still doing it.
One of the newest additions
to downtown Houston is 3 Allen
Center. a SO-story tower using
more than 16,000 tons of steel.
The steel is by M osher.

And because it is Mosher
Steel. it's built to specifications.
delivered on time and it fits the
way it's supposed to fit.
M osher people like Marvin
Froehlich know there arc no
shortcuts to quality.
Another reason M osher is

the
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na.nc in structura~
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STEEL COMPANY
Home Office and Plant
~J
C•
P.O. Box 1579. Houston. 77001 V
(713) 861-8181
Plant, in Dallas. San Antonio. Tulsa

~
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Trinity Industries Company
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Th<> F«l.:-ral l\•nite:nti,11}, ,:\lca1raz Mand. l.altforma. 1'.,rigioall} co~11uc1~'<i nt hru;k ma~onry· compl~1ed 1909, <:\dCuateti J%3.

·okay, it's durable. But design-wise, it's too confining:'

There is no mvth to sive lx·aring walls. \our
the durabilitv of ma'sonry creativit) is freed to
huil<lings. I_;sting exam: explore composite
pies are ever)'\Vhi>n•.
structural systems,
Before. to get that
panelization, or loaddurability. you had to
bcanng ma,onry.
accept imprisoning
The cxoskelctal
d<?,ign restraints. and
nature of loadbearing
base your concepts
ma'ionr,· \·inualh elimion intuition.
nates d~plicat1on' of
'foday, technology
~upport and finishing
has released mason!')
components common to
brnklings from th<?
other building systems,
shackks of thick. maswhich can mean

le'i'i m1tial cost.
:\nd. thanks to its
inherent thermal lag
proix-rties, masonry cost'i
less to heat and cool. i\nd
less to mamt,tin and insurt'. meaning long-term
savmgs for the owner.
So. before making
the age-old mistake o(
writing off masonry as
too confining. write us for
the real truth. Contact
C,regg Borchelt at the

C'.ontributing Cities indude :\ustm, C'.orpus Christi, Oallas. El Paso.

Texas \1asonry Institute.
(7l3J 629-6949, Or
write P.O. Box 42097,
Houston. Texas 77042.

Fort \Vonh, Sao ,\monio. Temple/\Vaco and
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\V1ch1ta Falls.

MASONRY, AN EXCELLENT
PERFORMER IN MANY ROLES
Whether cast as
an insulator, a fire
protector, a load
bearer, a sound tamer
or a handsome
leading man: Masonry
performs well in
many roles.

can go through hell
for you.

So durable is the
character of Masonry
that it's tough to chip
off the old block.

~

As an excellent
fire protector, Masonry

When it comes to
aesthetics Masonry's
irresistible good looks
are resistible to the
ravages of time.
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Our new brochure
goes behind the
scenes and reveals
how Masonry is able to
excel in so many
building roles. For your
free copy write the
Masonry Institute of .
Houston/
Galveston.

nf

Masonry lnslllulE
Houston•GalvEslon
Holbouty Center. 5100 Westheimer
Houston. Texas 77056 (713)629-6024

